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FrenchJ immersion plan still possible: 
SCHOOL DISTRICT chair Lorrie Gowen says she 
voted against a plan lo create a stand-alone French 
immersion school, fearing it will result in a “have” 
and “have not” situation. 
The plan, if it goes ahead, will see a conversion of 
Kiti K’Shan Primary from a kindergarten to Grade 3 
French immersion and English instruction school to 
a kindergarten to Grade 7 complete French immer- 
Next-door Cassie Hall Elementary, now a Grade 
4 to 7 English and French immersion school would 
then become an all-English kindergarten to Grade 7 
school. French immersion advocates have been lob- 
bying for a stand-alone school but Gowen’s worried 
the result might be one school having more resourc- 
es than another. 
“I keep feeling we’re subsidizing French immer- 
sion and if we give them a whole school, we would 
subsidize them even more,” she said. 
Gowen also said a French immersion-only school 
might harm attempts by the district to put together a 
budget allowing it to revert to a five-day week. 
Creating separate French immersion and all-Eng- 
lish schools would also result in the former being 
a place of predominantly non-native students and 
the latter a school with a large number of native stu- 
dents. That also has Gowen worried in terms of in- 
general population. 
Gowen was the only trustee to vote against the 
plan which, in a detailed motion, must first pass a 
couple of hurdles. 
One is that the number of French immersion stu- 
dents must be sufficient, as judged on Dec. 30, for 
Kiti K’Shan for next fall. 
The other is that the number of English-only stu- 
dents be adequately accommodated at Cassie Hall 
as judged on Dec. 30 for the start of the next school 
year next September. 
Just as important to Gowen is that any shift not 
affect the education of any students. 
“The motion says any change cannot have a nega- 
tive impact on any program,” she said. 
“To me that means they need to bring me the 
proof, bring me that data that any negative impacts 
will not occur,” Gowen added. 
public comment, Gowen’s leaning toward at least 
one meeting where parents and others can state their 
opinions. 
‘ Gowen was the only one of six trustees at a school 
board meeting held Oct. 4 in South Hazelton to vote 
against the French immersion motion. 
It was originally contained in a complicated three- 
year plan by the district that would affect a number 
of schools. 
But the plan was broken up into separate com- 
ponents so each could be properly debated, said 
Gowen. 
One of the other components is a<plan to close 
down E.T: Kenney Primary School and move its 
kindergarten to Grade 3 students to next-door Clar- 
ence Michiel Elementary. 
But that, just as is the case with French immer- 
sion, hinges on the populations of both schools on 
Dec. 30. 
If the population figures as of ;hat date dete 
kindergarten to Grade 7 students could be housed in 
Clarence Michiel, the district will then issue a pos- 
sible closure of school notice. And that will start a 
series of discussions and meetings. 
Also driving the possibility of combining the two 
schools is the condition of E.T. Kenney. 
The building needs a substantial amount of work 
and the cost may not be worth it if its students can be 
moved over to Clarence Michiel. 
, 
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sion facility. advertently creating schools that may not reflect the Although the motion does not specify there be f 
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By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
~ ~ ~ - A ~ ~ ~ ~ k J N D  holeover .the. entrance of the Lucky 1 
Dollar Bingo Falace will remain empty until its owners find 
outwhether they will be permitted to allow slot mac 
the facility. 
If council gives the expansion the thumbs up after a spe- 
cial public hearing slated for Oct. 16, a sign will be erected 
over the empty spot identifying it by its new name.- the 
Chances Community Gaming Centre. 
There are five such centres in the province from Kam-, 
loops, to Williams Lake and Dawson Creek. Prince Rupert 
is in the process of building a gaming centre which is slated 
to open in February 2007. 
worried once the Prince Rupert facility opens he - and other 
businesses in Terrace -will lose business. 
numerous out-of-town players to Terrace and they’re wor- 
ried those people may move on to 
isn’t given approval €or the slots.’ 
Just this month dozens of out-o 
to play for the chance to win a 
spending the night here and returning to the bing 
play on Sunday morning. 
\ 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace owner John Becher s 
He and manager Marilyn Thadt say the bingo hail 
I 
It’s something she says happe Anti-slot math i ne- petition circulates ingcustomersfromthroughouttheregion. ‘They come fr  Smithers, Bums Lake, the Nass - those 
By SARAH A. ZIMMLRMAN 
THE MAN behind a petition opposing the addition of slot machines to the 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palacc is organizing people to make presentations at a 
public hearing on the topic scheduled for next week. 
Chris Parent, a former bingo facility employee, began the petition and 
has so far collcctcd more than 300 signatures. He plans to gather a group of 
people opposed to the expansion to attend next week’s public hearing where 
he’ll formally present the petition to Terrace city council. 
Parcnt. who now manages a local cafe, says bingo and slot machines cater 
to a scgmcnt of society that can least afford to lose money. 
4, 
~ 
When Parent first arrived in Terrace more than twb years ago, he got a job 
at the Bingo Palace, but with no money and two weeks to wait for his first 
cheque, he went to the food bank. 
“There was a huge line up and the guy at the front of the line was also 
the first to come to bingo,” he recalls, adding something about that day stuck 
People Will travel right through to RuFfi;’ she Warn& add- . 
ing the economic SPinoffs of people coming from out Of 
town aren’t only felt at the bingo hall. 
a “It’s not just u s  that will lose, it’s the whole community,” 
she Says, adding each of those Players that spend the night 
- in Terrace spend money at area hotels, restaurants and retail 
And She Says those who are opposed to gambling in the 
ComunitY need to acknowledge it already exists here in 
many forms. 
out in his mind. outlets, (I/ 
“I’d see people down to their last dime using it [at the bingo hall].” 
. He also finds it ironic that many of the community groups that derive 
money from gaming grants also serve the very people that he saw frequent- 
ing the facility on a regular basis. 
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Third derailment 
in less than ‘a year 
hits Terrace yard 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
RAIL workers took several days to clean 
up seven CN Rail cars canying methanol 
and scrap metal that derailed Sept. 30 in the 
It’s the third derailment to happen here in 
less than a year. 
The derailment happened while the cars 
were switching - when cars are moved while 
building the train, says CN spokesperson 
Kelli Sevendson. 
The train was moving very slowly when 
five cars containing methanol and two cars 
containing scrap metal were forced off the 
tracks. savs Svendsen. 
J&F Distributors’ warehouse near the arena. 
were no spills or injuries, she says. 
~ 
It’s the second derailment in less than 
six months to happen in the Terrace yard. 
~ Terrace rail yard. The previous derailment happened April 21 
when 10 empty cars toppled off the tracks on 
the north side of the Old Skeena Bridge, also 
on the east end of the yard. 
Svendsen says the derailments aren’t be- 
ing investigated as related. 
“Currently they are both under investiga- 
tion so they are very different incidences,” 
she says. 
A previous derailment last year saw small 
amounts of a chemical called xenon released 
I All the cars remained upright and there 
I 
I 7 -  ,- -_I____ 
The incident happened at about 8:45 p.m. after another train derailed in the CN rail CN EMPLOYEES work on the tracks that wem damaged after seven rail cars came off the tracks i 
~ near the east end of the yard, just behind the yard here. yard. There were no spills and nobody was injured in the derailment. . . SAFtAHA.ZlMM 
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j From front 
: Bingo hall fears 
losing business 
: She points to the internet, over-the-counter lottery centres 
at virtually every gas station and convenience store, and the 
: popularity of Keno at local bars and the Skeena Mall. 
: “Gambling is already in our community,” she says. 
; “We’re trying to keep the money flowing to the charities, 
- businesses and the city,” Thodt says. 
. The company has spent more than $3 million over the 
past several years renovated the building and expanding it. It 
: now contains a traditional loqg house design with post and 
, beam and round log accents. 
‘ The company’s proposal includes adding 75 slot ma- 
*(/ . chines which BC Lottery Corporation officials say generate 
roughly $4,400 each in revenues for host communities. That 
adds up to a potential $330,000 going to the City of Terrace 
each year. 
Along with the addition of slots the gaming centre would 
i likely become a licensed facility and would be open for lon- 
’ It will employ roughly 60 part-time and full-time em- 
ployees, nearly doubling its work force right now. 
Thodt and Becher are‘aware of a petition opposing the de- 
velopment, but say they’re heartened by the feedback from 
the people who ruqthe charities who benefit from bingo that 
they will provide written support to city council to consider. 
The Bingo Palace and BCLC officials held a meeting with 
associations that benefit from gaming money on Scpt. 28 
’ and provided form letters to representatives to submit to city 
council. 
A public hearing is slated for Monday, Oct. 16 in which 
written submissions will be considered and will provide an 
opportunity for people and groups to make formal presenta- 
tions. There are 54 organizations in Terrace that benefit from 
gaming money totalling $1,326,682.68. That money comes 
from a combination of direct access, bingo association, bin- 
go affiliation, independent bingo and ticket raffles. 
Those groups include all types of organizations from 
sports associations, services clubs and non-profi t societies 
offering community programming and housing. 
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From front 
Pe%ition numbers 
.begin to grow 
I “How many people ~ are 
, accessing these services?“ 
he says referring to groups 
such as the Kermode Friend- 
ship Centre which receives 
“Maybe it’s a cycle of 
poverty - I don’t know.” 
Parent’s petition is lo- 
cated at the Artful Cup, the 
:Terrace Public Library, the 
Salvation Army, Sidewalk- 
ers and Misty River Books. 
He’s approached numer- 
ous businesses and says he’s 
found many business owners 
are in favour of the Bingo 
Palace’s expansion. 
“It seems like well-to-do 
people who don’t gamble of our- team in 1990. The 
are really pro-slots,” Parent community has seen the 
says. “They think it’s going proceeds of these funds by 
to bring business into the the success of our organiza- 
city to spend money at their tion in the sense of training, 
stores .” equipment and valuable ser- 
Despite his own views vices that we provide.” 
on the addition of slot ma- Jephson’s organization 
chines, he encourages any- regularly provides free wa- 
-one who feels strongly on ter safety coverage to other 
the issue to make their views groups such as swimming 
known, whether they agree races, the annual duck race, 
with him or not. the Kermode bear swim 
“Let’s get the discussion each New Year’s day among 
out there,” he says. other activities. 
There are 54 community “The community has seen 
groups in Terrace who re- us grow and we have done 
ceive more than $1,OOO,OOO that through the support of 
in bingo and other gaming gaming funds.” 
~ gamingmoney. 
I 
funding. 
For many of those groups 
that funding is critical to the 
operation and existence of 
thegroups. 
Dave Jephson of Terrace 
Water Search and ‘Rescue. 
which received $35,000 
from gaming revenues in the 
2005-06 fiscal year, says he 
supports the Lucky Dollar 
Bingo Palace’s application. 
“It’s important for us be- 
cause it allows us to tap into 
the government gaming pro- 
gram,” he says. 
“We are a community 
group that has received 
gaming funds since the start 
JOHN BECHER hopes that big hole at the  front of his 
building will soon be  covered by a Chances Commu- 
nity Gaming Centre Sign. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTOo 
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ony oher type of vehicle. Avoid  driving in poor  
weother condilions whenever possible 
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ledge to drive safely this month and you could win prizes at zerocrashmonthx 
ign‘hp now at zeroerashmonth.com for your chance to win a Pontiac TorrentTM and other great p 
u can also enter for your chance to win at participating Pontia 
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Rhht Ths .  Right Price. 
RT 
F’ONTIAC 
D I A L E R I o a c Rckhods  Trove1 Mcnugement Llcl 
No purchase diessary. Entry formi and contest rule5 are available on4ine at YCWYI’ zerocrashrnorith cam. Contest closes on Oct. 31.2OOC. Prizes: Grand prize is a new hlliy loaded ktI.wheei drlve Politlac Tarrentr‘. approximate value: $4QW. 
Other prizes: a scwnday tnp for hvo at the all-Inclusive Club Med in Cancun. hlexico (eirfare, hotel. taxes. transfers and membership fees included) courtesy of Rensliaw’s Travel and Cruise Contepts. approximate value: %1O,oOO; four prizes 
of a sct of tires (oncdraw per ICBC region) maximum valve of b1.000 per set of four. courtesy of GM Goodwren& Seiwce. Elidbility: Contest open to residents of Brit~sti Columbia only. Conlestank must answer a skllkesting question. Grand 
prize winner must be 19 flks of age or older. All p f k  wlnnels must have no a t h l t  crashes DT trdHIC cormictioiis for the inonth of October (based on a d r m s  record check). Chance of winning: depends on number of entiies recewd. 
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ing university is the only route to a satisfying career, think again. Today‘s college grads are lust as much 
in fields as diverse as business, health care, trades, high tsch and tine arts In fact, more and more 
ege to get diplomas and degrees, build a solid acadeniic fcundation for iinrverwv tr3n;fer and 
trade. If you want a high-quality education, with less debt. think college 6 C  I COLLEGES 
. .  I - . ...- ,. jreinformation, go to www.choosebccolleges.ca or contact your nearest BC College. 
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Documentary features Nass .Valley 
student use of laptop computers 
of engagement and culture 
the tools brought to the edu- 
cational process was some- 
thing “no one wanted to turn 
down.” 
The idea was borrowed 
from the Fort St. John 
School District, where lit- 
eracy levels improved after 
its students got laptop com- 
puters. Trustees in the Nass’ 
were convinced of the re- 
sults in the Peace region and ) 
that faith has paid off. 
While Wahl says ,the el-- 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE NASS Valley is 
embracing the internet and 
for that its residents are 
getting noticed. 
The region is a big part 
of C e h r  nird Silicorr, a new 
documentary that explores 
the complex process of 
bringing technology to First 
Nations communities, learn- 
ing how to use it, and mak- 
ing i t  work effectively to 
improve government, cduca- 
tion, health and economics. 
One of thc initiatives 
highlighted i n  the documcn- 
t:iry shot i n  part i n  the Niiss 
Vdlcy cilrlier this year, is 
Nisga’a School District. 
Tlic district’s‘ grade 6- 12 
stutlcnts are ill1 equipped 
with ,laptop computers - el- 
ementary students have bccn 
so eqirippcd for fivc years - 
with the view to improve lit- 
eracy rates among students. 
The program lias proven 
a sticcess, safs the district’s 
principal for educationid 
technology. 
“lt’s a smash hit with 
students and teachers,” said 
Rob Wahl, adding the. level 
the OIIC t1ntlcrtikcn by the 
MOLLY Guno and Tyler Guno of NIew Aiyansh work on their laptop computers every Nass Valley student has 
one. The project is featured in an upcoming television documentary. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
technology not only can ditionally bound to their ter- 
help students now but in the ritory, to generate their own 
future, added Wahl. employment. 
Young people in the Nass “Every job counts in the 
Valley have obstacles that Nass Valley,” said Wahl. ’ 
Wahl says can be overcome The Nisga’a Lisims’ gov- 
in part due to the internet ernment is also featuredh 
and laptop technology. the documentary in its ef- 
“Laptops are a great lev- forts to equip the valley with 
eller,” he said of people in broadband technology. 
rural areas who face social Cedur- and Silicorr pre- 
disadvantages. The world mieres Wednesday, Oct. 18 
wide web, meanwhile, can at 8 p.m. on the Knowledge 
allow for First Nations, tra- Network. 
- -_ 
ementary staff lias the in- there are no textbooks that 
corporation of the laptops teach how to use laptops in 
”down to a science,” second- an educational setting. 
ary teachers are still learning “We want the students to 
and exploring. learn with the laptops and 
The next step to fulfill- not from them,” said Wahl. 
ing thc students’ potential ~ Wahl says the laptops are 
through computer use is to equipped with open-ended 
develop a program, says educational and creative 
Wahl and that takes up a software and no games. 
third to half of each of his Teachers also have con- 
work days. trol of student access to the ’ 
“This is unchartered ter- internet. Becoming accus- 
ritory,; said Wahl, adding tomed with the emerging 
Hospital renovations to be celebrated 
NEARLY $4 million worth of renovations and new equipment placing Mills 
Memorial Hospital at the forefront of medical facilities in the northwest is to 
be officially opened this Friday. 
The list includes a renovated emergency room, a new intensive care unit 
built right next to the ER and a $1.65 niillicn state-of-the-art CT scanner. 
On hand will be officials from the Northern Health Authority, which 
runs Mills: t he  Northwest Regional Hospital District, which provided 40 
per cent of the nearly $2 million cost for the ERACU project, the provincial 
government and the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation, which is raising 
$650,000 toward the CT scanner. Also part of the improvement package at 
Mills is an image storage, retrievaj and transmission system which can send 
CT and other images to wherever they are needed. 
The ICU was located right beside the ER on the hospital’s main floor so 
that patients can be more easily and safely moved from the ER to the ICU 
and so that nurses in each section can more readily help each other out. 
Mills Memorial’s new CT scanner, installed just last month, is among the 
best of its kind in the province and the hospital is the smallest of its kind in 
the province to have one of its type. 
A $ I  nlillion grant from the federal government which flowed through 
the provincial government to the Northern Health Authority was topped up 
by the Lee foundation so that the highly-specialized scanner could be pur- 
chased. The official opening ceremonies begin at 2 p.m. 
BEDDING SALE.ON NOW 
- -  
INCLUDING SPECIAL ORDERS 
Daniadown and Cuddledown Duvets 
Pillows (synthetic, down feather, memory foam) 
Mattress Pads by Comfertshield 
Bed Linens - All Sizes 
KITCHEN. BED & BATH & FIRST NATION’S GIFTS & SOUVENIRS 
Live From The Wnyl Cafe 
Special Guest Murray McLauchlan 
Tuesday, October 17, E3Qpm 
Wednesday, October 18,7:30pm 
Tickets Available at Misty River Books 
(250) 635-4428 
NSIS 
Northwest Science 8 Innovation Society 
ROLL OUT 
Monday, October 16,2006 
The Chalet Restaurant 
852 Tsimshian 
Kitimat, BC 
Luncheon & Guest Speaker: 12 noon to 1 :30 PM 
Laurie Brown (Manager of NW Regional Airport) 
Annual General Meeting: 1 :30 pm to 2:30 pm 
To reserve, please contact: 
Christine Slanz Ignas, Executive Director at 
(250) 63 8-0950 or 1 -877-297-6747 or 
Betty Barton, Vice Chair at (250) 635-6244. 
Visit www.nsis.ca for updates. 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
Northwest Science & lnnovotion Soriely (NSIS) i s  an independent, 
non-profit socie?, founded in 2004, governed by a regional, 
volunteer Board of Directors, that is dedicated to the economic 
development and diversification of the Northwest BC region 
through the application and/or use of science and technology. 
1 
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News In Brief 
UNBC numbers jump 
THE UNIVERSITY of Northern British Columbia’s 
student registration count has jumped here from 1100 
last year to 116 this year. 
And it’s only going to gct higher as the university 
takes on students next year in  a new bachelor of edu- 
cation program and as bachelor of science in nursing 
students start their third year of studies, says UNBC 
spokesman Rob van Adrichcm. 
“With the kind of increase projected, we’re really 
looking forwilrd to our new campus,” he said of pianned 
rcnovations to ;I fornicr highways ministry building, on 
Keith Avc.. right iIcroSs the street from the Terrace 
Lumber,,Comp~iny loci1tion. 
UNBC is now lociitcd ill tlic siinie structure as the 
B.C. Access C C I ~ ~ I U  but hiis grown ~ t ~ t ’ o f  the SpilCC 
W ~ C I I  co1111)ilrcd IO \vhilt i t  Iicetls. 
Ihe univcrsity hought !he Keith Aw. building CiW- 
licr this ycilr illic! i s  ;l~lticipi~ting it stiirt 011 rcnovi1lions 
ils cilrly ils this 11i011th. 
Ministry robbed 
SOMEONE W C I I ~  IO i1 10t O f  trouble IO steal wood 
products from the R4inistry of Ikcsts soriletime during 
August or September. 
Tcrrace RCMP rcceivcd a report of the theft of four 
wooden bridge panels from a construction site on the 
Old Nass Road, north of the “bridge out” area near 
Rosswood. 
I t  appears thc panels may have been cut up before 
being rcnioved. which is bclicvcd to have required a 
larger vehiclc to haul the material away, say police. 
RCMP continue to investigate. 
Electronics taken 
A THIEF conhitted a smash’ and grab from a 
Nisga’a Fisheries vehicle parked at the Best Western 
Terrace Inn Oct. 1. 
The culprit smashed the passenger window of the 
pickup truck And took a Sirius radio, an Oceanic and 
an ICOM VHF portable and a pair of Bushnell binocu- 
lars. 
Watch for new motor 
BE ON the lookout for anyone with a new boat motor 
as it may have been obtained from a robbery Sept. 29. 
A resident of Pear Street reported the theft of a 40 
HP Yaniaha jet drive outboard from his boat. The mo! 
tor is grey and is from the 1997 model year, according 
to Terrace RCMP. 
Fender bender victims 
escapeinjury .1 ’ 
FOUR PEOPLE went to hospital after their vehicles 
collided at the intersection of Lazelle Ave. and Sparks 
St. Oct. 2. 
Just beforc 9 p.m., a car $riven by (Terracc’man was’ 
involved in an accident with a picku’p’driqen-by’anokher 
local ‘man. 
Pre0Seasd;l Specia Is: 
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Malscot mania 
TIME’S TICKING away to have the northwest’! 
own Kermode bear take its rightful place as I 
symbol of the 2010 Winter Olympics. + 
VANOC, the 01 ympic organizing committee 
muffed it badly by choosing llanaaq, the‘made- 
) I  of-stone meeting symbol of Canada’s Arctic: a! 
the emblem of the games. It might be something 
Canadian, but it has as much to do with B.C.,a! 
the CN Tower in Toronto. 
So it leaves the mascot contest as the last chance 
for a truly made-in-B .C. ‘representation for thc 
world to see. And having the world see B.C. is 
supposed to be the idea behind the 2010 Wintei 
Games in the first place. 
Actually, there &e two chances for the Ker- 
mode to attain mascot status- one for the main 
games and one for? the paralympic ,,games which 
follow. %And VANOC’s website indicates there 
0 could even be. more that two masocts depending 
upon circumstances. 
To quote from VANOC’s website: “The mas- 
cots bring humour and >light-hearted fun to the 
Games experience. They help provide a warm 
welcome to athletes’ and visitors from around the 
world, and they spark excitement, laughter and 
cheers from children and fans.” 
In the past, mascots have taken the form of a 
dog which was a daschund called Waldi for the 
‘ 1972 Munich games, a platypus called Syd for the 
2000 Sydney games, a beaver called Amik for the 
1976 Montreal games and the twin polar bears, 
Hidy and Howdy for the 1988 Calgary games. 
So it is entirely reasonable that a Kermode en- 
try be favourably considered for one of the mas- 
cot spots for either the 2010 Winter Olympics and 
the paralympic version. 
But here’s the problem. In very polite language 
VANOC as much states it will only entertain mas- 
cot bids from individuals and companies with lots 
of previous experience in designing such items. 
\ 
‘ 
-* 
That could frighten away enthusiastic amateur 
designers, particularly those from the northwest 
or other parts of B.C. who believe, as they should, 
thavthe Kermode must be a part of the twin 2010 
extravaganzas. 
And that would be a shame. So we encourage 
all of those with an artistic bent to check out the 
VANOC website at vancouver2010.com and ab- 
sorb all the pertinent information leading up to 
the Nov. 2 submission deadline. ’ 
Given that the provincial taxpayer is on the in- 
creasingly expensive hook to pay for the 2010 
Winter Olympics it is important that the Kermode 
be afforded every chance to be a mascot. 
Sure, mascots tend to be a bit goofy ana there’s 
danger the Kermode could be turned into an un- 
dignified dancing caricature of itself. But that’s 
not to say we can’t try to do right by our bear. 
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Your tax dollar is 
THIS IS a simple account 
about one person with a com- 
puter and an internet connec- 
tion. 
Below is an actual exchange 
of corresponieiice I had with, 
the folks in Ottawa. 
If it was a song, I’d call it 
“Paying Down the Debt.” 
It would have a decent beat 
and just be like sweating to the 
oldies. 
Dear Prime Minister Ham- 
hard at work 
one of those stirdents cahght 
up in the changes in the post- 
secondarj system as tnore and 
more of the financial burden 
was placed on tlte shoulders 
of the students. This bothered 
me. I did some research. 
What I learned was that the 
cost of my education was go- 
ing up becairse of massive debt 
accirm~rlated by past genera- 
tions. 
More specijically, I delieve 
tnore than 60 per cent of that 
debt was wracked iip during 
tiotr thot Cattcidiatts yoirtig and 
old pay for and deserve. 
So please Mister Pritne 
Minister, please pay off the 
debt as soon as you can. This 
I ask yoii not for me, as it is too 
late for me, but for the lives of 
0111’ cliildretz arid grandckil- 
dren. Soon cannot come soon 
enough. 
Cart you believe what hap- 
pened next? I got a response. 
The first was from a Mr. Opal- 
ick, the Executive Correspon- 
dence Officer for the Prime 
er: . 
Iqvrite to you today because 
the reign of Prime Minister Minister’s Office. He said he , I am worried. There are many 
things I worry about, whether and the effect tliat it I am Trudeau during the sixties and would “pass it on”. 
or not it’s the environment, the a 33 kvith a bacI1elor’s (leg&, seventies, My conclusion then Yet my game of ‘Citizen? 
state of Canadian democracy and bocltload of debt I doit’t as now is this: I’m literally Roulette’ was not over, as I 
today or the chronic under tliitlk 1’11 be able to escape. paying for the education of my got another response, from the 
jiinding of oiir education sys- Most people liope 10 by in  parents as well as my own, just man himself, James M. Fla- 
tem, but none of these things somet/1itlg so tl1e>i blry with the added burden or 20 or herty, the Minister of Finance. 
are what I wisii to mention to tiice car 0,- inoybe go oil 30 years of interest tacked on He thanked me for my con- 
you today. vacation. I hope I can win to it. cerns. 
I am a young person, yet tny something SO I call pa), off my If debt was a sin, I’m liter- After that came the kicker. 
concern is over debt arid what debts, ally paying for the sins of my It was a very nice form email 
seems to be n total misiinder- Yet tile /otlg lltld sl1ot-t oftlie forebearers. from Rosaline Frith, Director 
standing of debt means to the mat11 is tllat ~ ’ l l  p,-obabl)l nev- Now politicians say we can- General of the Canada Student 
people running tny country. er be oble to afford ~1 Iiollse, not either come up with the Loans Program. 
’ And as a sign of our cyni- sometliitzg ,vliic/i trollb/es me money for affordable educa- She patiently explained 
cal times, I tnirst state for the greatly. tion or health care. They have how young people should be 
record I am not the member , parettts, God bless said that it is simply too expert- thankful that the government 
of any political party or any tlretn, are SO f a r  it1 ciebt that sive for the state. To me this is raising the amount of debt 
private interest, and write this tlley hnve (1 rotlle,- large mort- is a lie, as the obvioirs truth that students can also sink 
piirel~l as one Canadian hop- gage it1 their elder years, attd is that we cannot afford these themselves in. 
ing to God that he can actitally I ktiow tl1clt it \Vott’t take tnttch things because of the debt. Yes, friends, this is you tax 
make ci differem;. ‘ to plish thetn off theirjtiaricial r f  we eliminated our debt, dollars at work. 
The thing is that I have a baloticittg beotn as \vel/. rve could easily afford to pay Makes you proud of that, 
deep understandiny of debt WIIeti I ,IIOS \,olltIger, I IVQS for the health’care and edirca- 
STRUMECKI, 
don’t it? 
! 
‘Never mess around with this topic 
WE ALL know prolonged ex- 
posure to sunlight can lead to 
skin cancer, particularly the 
deadly melanoma. As a farm 
kid. I often sunburned my 
arms. 
So two ycurs ago when ii 
mole on my forearm dcvel- 
opcd 11 red spot and thrcntened 
to blecd,l rcviewed the ABC 
signs of melanoma: 
Asymmetry - one half 
does not match the other half 
(Mine had that). Border irreg- 
ularity - the edges are ragged, 
notched or blurred. 
Colour - the pigmentation 
is not uniform. Shades of tan, 
brown, and black are present. 
Diameter -the mole is greater 
across than a pencil eraser or 
is smaller than that but grow- 
ing. (Mine was so-so.) 
Other symptoms may in- 
clude a change in the surface 
of a mole - scaliness, oozing, 
bleeding or the appearance of 
a bump or nodule, spread of 
pigment from the border into 
surrounding skin, redness or a 
new swelling beyond the bor- 
der, change in sensation, itchi- 
ness, tenderness or pain. , 
I had enough signs to scare 
me into a Saturday appoint- 
nent with the only family doc- 
tor on duty that morning. 
He examined my arm, de- 
He concluded it could be said, and with a showman’s 
harmless. Or it could be a flourish, threw the cup’s re- 
squamous cell carcinoma, a maining contents arcing across 
basal cell carcinoma, even the room. The liquid nitrogen 
the dreaded melanoma. evaporated before i t  touched 
letting it  heal, and waiting to My mind flashed to stories 
see whether i t  regenerated as of GO below weather i n  thc 
smooth pink skin, or if some of Yukon whcre spit froze before 
the rougher top surface clung. it reached the ground, 
If the rough surfxe hung on, Next day the mole area was 
he would biopsy to rule out a black. The doctor had told me 
melanoma. exactly what to expect would 
From a lower cupboard in happen or I would have pan- 
the treatment room, the nurse icked again. 
He suggested freezing it. the !loor. 
I 
ILAUDETTE SANDECKl wrestled a heavy thermos the Ten v days later the black- 
size of a medium fire-extin- ened skin cracked into narrow 
clared the mole nothing to 
worry about. 
“Just watch it,” he advised. 
I left his office feeling com- 
forted ... for the moment. 
But from then on I scruti- 
nized that mole several times 
a day. 
In the back of my mind 
crouched the memory of a lo- 
cal nurse killed by a melano- 
ma. If a nurse could be taken 
unawares, what chance do I 
have to elude the disease? 
As months crept by, the 
reddened area that had pan- 
icked me into a Saturday ap- 
pointment began to heap like 
river ice in a spring thaw. 
On a routine visit, I asked 
my doctor to check my mole. 
guisher. 
The doctor unscrewed the 
cap from the white thermos 
- letting escape a swirling 
rock concert fog - poured half 
an inch of clear liquid into a 
paper cup, recapped the ther- 
mos, and began twirling the 
tip of an extra long Q-tip in the 
cup’s liquid. 
When the damp Q-tip 
touched my mole, I felt noth- 
ing. But the skin turned gray 
as wood stove ashes, and un- 
derlying tissue shrunk down 
creating a depression. 
The doctor swabbed a dime- 
sized skin area to be sure he 
got it all. 
“Give it a week or ten days 
to heal, then we’ll see,” he 
strips. I smeared on Chapstick 
to soften the papery crust. Af- 
ter my next shower one strip 
peeled off. Like a kid worry- ’ 
ing a knee scab, I tugged at 
one strip after another until I 
peeled all away. 
, New pink skin replaced the 
entire sunspot. 
Now, seven weeks since 
treatment. the area is still pink 
and smooth, with no hint of 
where the sunspot had been 
thickened and red. 
Because I’ve had no 
other reason to visit my doc- 
tor. he hasn’t had a chance to 
see it. 
Meanwhile I’m watching it 
like a bank robber waiting for 
the getaway car. 
, 
I I 
THIS IS one of 13 ore carriers at the Kemess South mine and it’s a mighty machine when contrasted with mine environment manager Scot 
Davidson. Owner Northgate Minerals now wants to move to a new property, Kemess North. THOM BARKER PHOTO 
Ore ’1 c bo.dy , ‘ ,  
A mining company has plans to open a new location 
By Thorn Barker 
THE ONLY thing standing 
in the way of a smooth tran- 
sition from the existing Ke- 
’ mess South mine northeast 
of Smithers to a proposed 
Kemess North mine nearby 
is a six-kilometre lake the 
company intends to use as 
its tailings dump. 
Northgate Minerals has 
identified Duncan Lake - 
known to area First Nations 
as Amazay Lake - as the 
only viable option to dispose 
of 300 million tonnes of tail- 
ings sand and waste rock 
from the proposed open pit 
copper-gold mine five kilo- 
metres north of their current 
operation. 
“Underwater storage in a 
contained valley with a low 
robust dam is the best long- 
term, low-risk option for 
niininiizing environmental 
impacts,” company docu- 
mentation states. 
Northgate plans to build 
three dams that will ulti- 
mately raise the level of the 
lake by 90 metres. Approxi- 
mately 3,500 rainbow trout, 
mountain whitefish and Dol- 
ly Varden char will be relo- 
cated to nearby lakes. 
Northgate’s research in- 
dicates that the lake will re- 
main safe for wildlife during 
the mine’s operation and, 
after reclamation, will return 
to nature. 
“Duncan Lake will be 
different than it is today, but 
it will be a productive habi- 
tat,’’ the company said. 
But representatives of the 
Tsay Keh Dene First Na- 
tion, whose communities are 
downstream from the lake, 
are not convinced 
“We get about a tenth of 
the funding and about a third 
of the time we need to do 
a proper assessment,” said 
Karl Sturmanis, a Tsay Keh 
Dene environmental officer. 
“We’re talking about a 
sacred resource,” said Gor- 
don Pierre, grand chief. 
“It’s important, not only 
to First Nations but to the 
general public, what kind of 
legacy we’re building here.” 
, 
AERIAL VIEW of the Kemess South open pit mine. 
The cliicf poinfcd out think is  cc{uaily important, i s  
that they arc 1101 o p p ~ ~ c < l  thc potctitii1l for litigiltion 011 
to the mine itself. Kemcss bchiilf of First Nations hcrc 
currently employs 46 First ovcr trcaty rights,” he said. 
Nations pcoplc and rcccntly Picrrc was not prepared 
completed :I dci~l 011 Kcmcss IO say, whether they will go 
South that pays First Nil- to court, but suggested it is 
tions communities $1 mil- an option they will consider. 
lion a year. Peter McPhail, Northgate 
But they want the coni- operations vice president, 
pany to find another way to said he is satisfied his com- 
dispose of the tailings. pany has acted in good faith 
“The option of destroy- in terms of their engagement 
ing the lake is cheaper than of First Nations, but the fate 
other waste disposal options of Duncan Lake is ultimate- 
so the company refuses to ly in  the hands of the joint 
consider any alternatives.” review panel. 
said Chief John French of “When we finish the pro- 
the Takla Lake First Nation cess, if the panel chooses to 
in a February letter-to-the- rule i n  our favour, absolutely 
editor of the Prince George we’ll forge ahead.” 
Citizen. In Northgate’s favour 
Northgate is in the latter is the company’s record at 
stages of a joint federal-pro- Kemess South. Simpson 
vincial environmental as- admitted after a tour of the 
sessment process that will operation on Sept. 19. that 
include public hearings. Northgate appears to be liv- 
Shane Simpson. NDP ing up to their environmen- 
environment critic, said that tal commitments. 
process is one of two impor- “I think mines are chal- 
tant environmental , issues, lenging to the environment 
the first of which is whether wherever they are, but I 
the conipany has demon- think the>r’ve done a good 
strated they are prepared to job here,” he said. 
meet Department of Fisher- “I think they’re clearly 
ies and Oceans and Ministry pretty conscientious about 
of Environment regulations. this and I think they’ve 
“The second piece that I worked pretty hard at it.” 
THOM BARKER PHOTO 
The economic slakes are 
high. For the Bulkley Val- 
Icy-Stikine region alonc, 
Kcmess contibuted $12 niil- 
lion to the economyin 2005, 
$5.5 million in salaries and 
$6.5 million in expenditures 
to suppliers and contractors. 
Barbara Walker, a found- 
ing director of the First Dol- 
lar Alliance, a resource in- 
dustry advocacy group, put 
that impact into a provincial 
perspective. 
“What we try to do at 
First Dollar is make people 
understand the relationship 
between what’s happening 
here and what happens in 
their daily lives,” she said. 
“When you take a look at 
the money that’s generated 
for the province, I think it’s 
somewhere between 40 and 
60 per cent, depending on 
who’s study you read, that‘s 
where they get their money 
to pay for hospitalization, 
education and all t4e social 
programs we need and want 
and deserve.” 
The project is not with- 
out First Nations support. 
Ray Gerow, president of 
the Aboriginal Business De- 
velopment Centre in Prince 
George, sees Kemess North 
as a kicking off point for 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Wake up, Robert 
Dear Sir: 
I wish to respond to Robert Barwisc’s comments in a 
recent letter to the editor regarding The Terrace Standard 
Aug. 30 story on four native binncrs. 
Wake up, Robert. Terrace is the hub of the northwest. 
Furthermore, as a society, every town, villagc and big city 
has its addictions. 
1 find your cominents so rilcial and off the wall for that 17 
matter. At least these men haw thc gumption to show they 
live their lives the w t ~ p  they IiilVC CIioscIi to. 
We live in a fish bowl hcrc in  Terrace arid I can hon- 
estly say therc ilrc those who hide behind doors to engage 1 
in their addictions. Thcsc iiicii don’l. 
You say at aid of your letlcr Ihiit thcse,llicn are not 
civilized and it’s sild. Whiit ~ O C S  around conies around 
illid OW di~y ~ O U ’ I I  ~ C I  it. dcilr Itobcrt. 
1 Thc rirticlc you wcrb referring to w;is only bringing to 
light of ihcsc iiicn. I t  showcd their lifestyle and showed 
ctiipiithy itnd compussion. Wlierc the lie11 is yours? 
Whi~t you \ViltiI i s  il p t  011 the back for yoiir comments. 
YOU rtrc suw ilrc not going IO gct 0111: from 1 1 1 ~ .  
I IOVC TcrriIcc for the tow11 thilt i l  is atid ihc people that 
I meet and scc: reg;irdlcss of who they are. You live in ,  
Campbell River. FOCUS on the ilddictions there. Stop gun- 
ning down the stliitll people. 
Wily to go, TcUilCc Standard. Continue to have a 
changc of topics and faces in upconiing articles and show 
the readers your paper cares and has tolerance. 
Linda Brooks, Terrace‘, B.C. 
0 
I’ 
’ 
TOO groovy for her 
Dear Sir: 
I’m glad to read that some other person carried the 
same thoughts and)concerns in reference to a series of 
grooves cut crossways into the pavement to alert traffic 
approaching the intersection of Highways 16 and 37 near 
the weigh scales. 
I,  too, have been concerned about the severe rattle and 
beating my vehicle has to endure every morning on my 
way to work and also on the way home after work. 
I’m sure over tinie this constant rattle and beating could 
and would pose problems on some vehicles. 
The “rattle device” metliod is almost as good as hitting 
pot holes in what was once a good piece of highway. 
I request also that this method of slowing down the 
traffic be removed as this intersection is already clearly 
well marked .with signs. 0 
, Mari-Lenne Pierce, Terrace, B.C. 
0 
keep them happy 
Dear Sir: 
I would just like to comment on the customer service 
in some of our stores here in Terrace. I, too, like to shop 
local to keep the business here in Terrace. 
But there are a lot of local stores you go in to and pur- 
chase items, and the empIoyees are not too friendly. There 
are times when you can’t even get a smile. 
I know that everyone has bad days. But at-the s h e  
time they’re getting paid to be there. . , , , , 
If their personal life is not right, that should stay at the 
door or they should otherwise not go into work. 
Customers should feel welcome after all, and not sent 
away because they’re taking too long to shop. 
e If we want to keep our local stores here open so we can 
have jobs, treat customers like you’re happy to serve them 
so they’ll continue to come back. And whatever you do, 
don’t send them away. 
Lisa Wesley, Terace, B.C. 
,, ., ., , , 
Is it fine overkill? 
Dear Sir: 
This is in regard to the shabby treatment given the fish- 
erman from Alberta who was charged with having an un- 
dersized crab. It was so undersized as a matter of fact that 
the freezing of it would create the size difference. 
It seems to me that this means of extortion by the fish- 
eries department is becoming their policy. 
They seem to feel that if it costs too much to return from 
a,distance to fight an unjust charge, the person charged 
will just pay the fine and that will be the end of it. 
My sister was on the losing end of that policy last year. 
Again it was a fine of $150 and pay or return to court in 
Terrace. This would be a travelling cost to her of over 
$250. Is this a scam? 
Garyr Snider, Terrace, B.C. 
sustainable businesses. 
“For aboriginal people, 
mines are okay for the 10 or 
20 years that they’re here, 
but once they shut down it 
tends to really impact our 
communities,” he said. 
“My desire is to try to 
find a way to turn as many of 
these jobs that are out here 
into business opportunities.” 
Northgate had originally 
set a timeline of mid-2006 
to start development <of Ke- 
mess North in order to have 
sufficient overlap to make 
the project viable. Now the 
company is looking at mid- 
2007 if the process goes as 
planned. 
Maurice Ethier, Ke- 
mess general manager, said 
there’s a contingency plan to 
keep the project alive. 
“We’re going to run out 
of ore here before we get ore 
from Kemess North, so it’s 
going to be a bit of a tough 
go for a period of time. 
“To mill [Kemess South] 
low grade, we’ wouldn’t 
make any money on it, but 
what we would do is we 
would hang onto our peo- 
Thorn Barker is a report- 
er with The Interior News in 
Smithers. , 
!. 
ple.” 
Give it back, please 
Dear Sir: 
I am a low income parent who works hard for what our 
Family has. I t  doesn’t surprise me when my son wak& up 
:rying because sonie thing he has worked hard to acheive 
IS stolen once again. 
We have lived here a year now and two bikes and a 
skateboard has been taking from our home on the 2900 
block of Molitor Street. 
We know who i t  was but they deny it was them. But 
Nhy would they admit to it. I want to advise these petty 
heives and their unwise parents to stay away from my 
louse and belongings. 
I work hard to get where I am today and I don’t,need 
iome petty thief stealing what we own. To the parents of 
hese petty theives.,You got to wake up and smell the cof- 
ee, you gotta know you never bought these stolen items 
-or your kids. Or are you all too drunk to see. 
I have had it with the stealing. Grow up and get a job. 
VIy son doesn’t work to support your kids’ recreational 
tctivities. You know who you are and you know you stole 
ny son’s skateboard. I am asking you to return the skate- 
ioard in the sme condition it was when you took it from 
ny yard. 
Really, is stealing from an ll-year-old really worth 
t. Even your parent knows you took something that was 
iot yours.1 guess she supports you in everything, includ- 
mg stealing. What a life you must lead. Good one. Wish 
L could just take things I want and can’t have, then I 
wouldn’t have to save up to buy. Grow up and get a life, 
m honest one that is. 
Rita Rinsma, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Maill Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can 
fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
rerracestandard. corn. No attachments, please. Name, 
uidress and phone number required for verification. 
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Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in away 
from your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays 
so your newspaper carrier 
can deliver your paper. 
He also 
taught 
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I t  
many years, died Sept. 
! 22 shortlv after returnine 
his choice of clothing, has passed away. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
,, 
Can be 
used as an 
emergency people 
to read I flasher , 
FALL 
CLEAN=UP= WEEK 
(J in a pinch By MARGARET SPEIRS 
A GENTLEMAN who en- 
joyed blackpowder shoot- 
ing,’helping others and sail- 
ing the seas passed away 
quietly recently. , 
Pcler Nicholson, 75, 
a menibcr of the Terrace 
Rod and Gun Club for 
OCTOBER 16-20,2006 
Extra refuse will be collected from City customers, 
without charge, during cleanup week. Please have 
the extra garbage and waste material in plastic 
bags or cartons to assist in the pickup, and set i t  out 
on your regular garbage collection day, although it  
may not get picked up until later in the week. 
This service does NOT include car bodies, stumps, 
industrial waste, or items normally charged for at 
the landfill (such as major appliances). 
The Municipal landfill is on winter hours: open 
12:OO noon to 5:OO p.m., and closed every Tues- 
day and Wednesday. 11 
Compost will not be collected after the week of 
November 13-1 7. Please watch the newspaper in 
early April 2007, or the City’s website, for the start 
date of next year‘s program. 
PETER NICHOLSON, a blackpowder enthusiast familiar at community events for 
I .  Y 
to his voice. 
“He said he sang and they 
never invited him back,” 
said Ramsey, adding Nich- 
olson loved music. 
a performer and a genuine 
bull*******, as you have to 
be at black powder.” 
Ramsey said Nicholson 
was born and raised in Eng- 
land and still has a sister or 
two living there and a broth- 
er, who lives in Australia. 
“He was a competitor,, 
1 from a black powdcr gun 
I evcnt in Hcflcy Creek, “He was just an avid guy. ‘ 1’B.C. He liked the sport,“ said 
I Longtime friend and rod R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
I and gun club president Ted Nicholson~s American 1 Ranisey said Nicholson had civil ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~  cannon 
survived cancer from earlier was fired from the hill by 
in his life but the disease had the arena at Riverboat D~~~ 
returned, although he was opening ceremonies, which 
very quiet about it, possibly was usually done by Ramsey 
not wanting his friends to and other club members. 
worry. Nicholson missed the 
“None Of us knew the ex- event, choosing, instead to 
tent Of his illness,” Ramsey travel to Hat Creek to sit in 
I 
o 
, . _  
6 The 747 Air Cadet 
Spenroring SocieG 
would like to invite you to our 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
> Monday, October 23,2006 
at EO0 p.m. 
This meeting will take place at the 
Cadet Hall - Bristol Road 
! Sad: c 
I 
I “He didn’t ’tell anybody. 
i He came backcfrom Hefley, 
I his last big hurrah at Hefley 
I Creek, b d  went into the hos- 
b pita1 immediately afterward, 
i but we noticed at Hefley he 
j was feeling poorly. He com- 
f The shooting event at He- : fley Creek, near Kamloops, 
j is an annual trip for gun club 
, members and Ramsey said 
: “We had a good time ab-, 
’ solutely,” he said. 
~ The Hefley Creek event 
: also featured rendezvouers, 
~ the name for those who 
dress in the kind of clothing 
closely associated with the 
era in which blackpowder 
guns were used. They gather 
; for regular events. ‘ 
* Nicholson, a member 
1 of the original group from 
:$which the rod and gun club 
j formed, the Northwest Cliar- 
!:oal Burners, was the one 
/ who got Kamsey involved in 
i 
plained about a hernia.” 
Nicholson enjoyed it. 
l 
a tent and teach the many 
tourists there about the time 
when black powder guns 
were in their heyday. 
“A bunch of rendez- 
vouers put on a show for 
tourists. They weren’t paid 
but because he was so far 
into his black powder sport, 
he quietly, willingly went 
down,” Ramsey said. 
A recent photo of Nich- 
olson shows him standing 
with a big smile next to a _  
steel buffalo target after he 
shot it with his cannon. 
“He was reluctant be- 
cause he was scared he 
might wreck it and he shot 
it and it made a nice strike,” 
says Ramsey. 
When he was home, 
Nicholson gave back to the 
community by volunteering 
to teach people to read. 
Nicholson sang in the 
United Church choir, and 
tried out for the Northwest 
Community Choir, although 
he joked about the reaction 
’ As a young <pan, Nichol- 
son served in the British mil- 
itary. A lifelong bachelor, 
Nicholson, who worked for 
the highways ministry for 
m q y  years, spent his youth 
sailing around the world, 
said Ramsey. 
“He said’he did things 
backward. When young, he 
had the urge to travel the 
world and didn’t want to 
wait until he retired so he 
_ d i d  -- that first,” said Ramsey. 
“He spent 15 to 20 years 
sailing around the world. 
He’d been everywhere.cHe’d 
sign onto a sailing ship for a 
berth so he could travel.” 
Nicholson’s sister was 
with him when he passed 
away, Ramsey believes. 
Ramsey has one phrase to 
describe his good friend that 
he’d like others to know. 
“He was a gentleman and 
a gentle man,” he said. 
A memorial service was 
held last Friday at the Knox 
United Church. 
. ’ ’” . .. , .,  .. 
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Ford/RBC Royal Bat& 
Futures ME Mikes 
Co. 0 Standard Radio 
nt Bank Scotiabank 
Northern Savings Credit Union Hawkair ;Post-secondary I  future 
‘views I to be aired out here 
as part of gov’t initiative 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE I 
I TERRACE HAS been chosen as the site of one of 13 public forums intended to help shape the future of post-secondary educa- tion throughout the province for the next 10 to 20 years. Dubbed Campus 2020: Thinking Ahead, around the province on ways to build on the strengths of our post-secondary system.” Terrace is the only stop in the northwest and it will be held at the Coast Inn of the West on Wednesday, Oct. 25. The forums’ host is Campus 2020 special 3 , 
the public forums will hear the views of stu- 
dents, parents, faculty members, educational 
leaders, public and private educational insti- 
tutions, Aboriginal and multicultural organi- 
‘zations, labor, business and the public.. 
’ “These speakers’ forums aret an oppor-’ 
tunity for everyone to help government 
identify innovative approaches to ensure 
our institutions and students thrive in the fu- 
ture,” Advanced Education Minister Murray 
Goell said. “Throiigh the Campus 2020 tour, 
we’ll tap into the creativc ideas of people 
adviser Geoff Plant, a former B.C. attorney 
general. 
Additionally, Campus 2020’ has a new 
website (~~~ .campus2020 .bc . ca )  It llows 
British Colunibians to submit their views 
online as well as through written submis- 
sions. The site also contains focus points to 
guide the Campus 2020: Thinking Ahead 
discussion. 
A final report and recommendations will 
be dclivered to Premier Gordon Canipbcll 
and the minister in spring 2007. 
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for not having crash 
i 
i l  , 
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BUCKLE UP for safety and 
to be eligible for prizes as 
part of Zero Crash Month. 
Zero Crash Month gives 
communities the chance to 
reduce crashes and be re- 
warded with prizes for in- 
dividuals, companies and 
communities. 
According to ICBC, the 
crash prediction for Terrace, 
based on the five-year aver- 
age for October, is 72.4 resi- 
dent crashes, which is a rate 
of 57.59 per 10,000 people. ' 
Dave Dickson, ICBC 
Loss Prevention Manager 
for the North Cciitral Re- 
gion, said the City of Tcr- 
racc has endorsed the initia- 
tive, making the city eligible 
to win a $25,000 road safety 
grant if i t  achieves the best 
crash reduction'results. 
Last year, Kitimat won 
the money in the same cat- 
egory which includes com- 
munities with a population 
from 10,001 to 40,000. 
" As of Oct. 4, Dickson 
" said a number of serious 
crashes had occurred in 
Prince George and the Peace 
Fegion and he ,hoped driv- 
ers would slow down and be 
more careful. 
' Individuals can commit 
to driving safely and register 
online to win a new vehicle, 
a trip to Indonesia and sets 
of tires. 
Dave Dickson '' 
erance policy becausc, statis- 
tics for the last thrcc years 
show that as seat-belt usage 
rates increase. death and in- 
jury rates decrease. ' ~ 
The campaign began 
early with highway patrol 
officers taking their new 
rollover simulator to schools 
and communities around the 
northwest to demonstrate the 
difference between buckling 
up and failing to buckle up 
in a crash. 
The simulator shows how 
vehicle occupants will fall 
out of open windows and get 
rolled on by the vehicle dur- 
ing an accident when they 
fail to wear their se'at-belts. 
When seat-belts arc worn, 
in the passenger compart- 
ment of the vehicle. 
For more on Zero Crash 
Month, check out www.ze- 
rocrashnionth.com on the 
internet. 
the vccupiints ;ire safely held 
So much for myths 
Myth: I can hold myself back in a crash. 
Fact: Travelling at just 50 km/h, an unbuckled 150-pound 
person takes on the force of a 3-1/2 ton truck. 
'Myth: Seat-belts are not necessary for short trips at slow 
speeds. 
Fact: Three out of four crashes happen within 40 km of 
home, at speeds of 70 km/h or less. 
Myth: In a serious crash, it is better to be thrown clear of 
the vehicle. 
Fact: Three-quarters of motorists ejected from their' ve- 
hicles are killed by skidding across pavement, by getting 
-crushed under the vehicle or by hitting a stationary object. 
Myth: If I get into a crash, my car might catch fire or 
.get submerged in water. The seat-belt would trap me in the 
vehicle. 
Corporations can partici- Fact: Less than 0.1 per cent of crashes involve fire or sub- 
pate to win a catered coffee mersion in water. 
service for their employees. Myth: My decision io not wear a seat-belt does not affect 
In addition, local RCMP anyone else. 
have begun their occu- Fact: Unbelted passengers are often thrown around the 
pant restraint campaign for vehicle during a crash, injuring or killing others. As well, 
the month of October and the cost of claims resulting from those not wearing seat-belts 
will put more officers on affects everyone's insurance premium. 
the roads to ensure drivers Myth: I do not need a seat-belt because my car has an air 
buckle up and get their pas- bag 
sengers to do the same. Fact: Seat-belts increase survival rates by 50 per cent. Air 
Police,will use a zero-tol- bags contribute just five per cent. . 
m SEASON PASSES = 
FALL SALE ON NOW! 
Discount prices 'til October 31 
Ask about the PASS CANCEllATlON INSURANCE OPTION. 
'Regular Prices are in effect after October 31,2006. 
Payment plan available - 1/2 a t  time of purchase - balance November 30th, 2006. 
ADD - $10.00 (+GST) per person - Property and liability Coverage Surcharge 
Ages are determined as of December 1, 2006. (Jr. 7-1 2; Youth 13-1 8; Adult 19+; Senior 65+ 
Application forms are available at Farwest Sport & Cycle, loaded Sports in Prince Rupert; All Seasons Source for Sports; Ruins 
Board Shop, and Shames Mountain Office, Terrace. TO ORDER BY MAIL: send form to Shames Mountain Ski Corporation, 
Box 1 19, Terrace, V8G 4A2. TO ORDER BY PHONE: call 250-635-3773 (please have your credit card ready - we accept 
Visa and Mastercard.) TO ORDER BY FAX: fax completed form to 250-635-9773. TO ORDER BY EMAIL: our email 
Avenue, 1O:OO am and 4:OO pm, Monday through Friday. 
I 
address is shamesmountain@telus.net. TO ORDER IN {ERSON: drop by our downtown Terrace office at 4544 Lakelse MoumN- I 
L I 
I purchase pr ice  -3 
P 
f i n a n c e  f r o m  I 1.9%fOAO I 532,310 I 
less veh ic le  
I 1-1 a l l o w a n c e  
p e r  m o .  
148 rno. lease 
I I / 
d o w n  p a y m e n r  
o r  e q u i v a l e n t  
t r a d e  
$3,958 
i '  
I 
2 0 0 6  TUNDRA 4 x 4  DCAB V 8 * * *  
purchase  purchase  p r i c e  
f i n a n c e  f r o m  1.9% f0W $45,015 
less veh ic le  
a l l o w a n c e  
=5,728 $lQOO 
d o w n  p a y m e n t  
or  e q u i v a l e n t  
t r a d e  %4,015~ 148 mo.  lease  
I I 
@ TOYOTA $0 Security Deposit required on all remaining 2006 models Access ~ T O Y Q T A  
a nicer way to buy a car www. toyota. ca 
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
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%BUSINESS REVIEW 
I 
NAOMI PETERS of Naomi's Photography earned top marks in the home based business category at this year's 
Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce Business Excellence Awards. . SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
1 
'Business -awards doled out 
Our mee 
with s 
The Id be rs. 
ISTRATION. JOIN NOW / 
5 - SAVE $30.00 
h (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 5:30 pm 
hersd 
htWatchers.ca 
Vnlid lor a lirnitod limo at parliciputlng mouting locotions. Not velid for At WorkIComn1urlity niflotirlgS 
ond Onlinu subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS is a ruoisterud tradurnnrks of Woioht 
Wnlchura Intnrrratio~lnl, Inc. CQOOG Wuiuilt Watchorcl lnlurnntionnl. Inc. All rights ruservod. 
"An InnovoUwr Approach lo Commvnlly and Suslnrss Dlwlopmm?" 
ABORIGINAL BEST 2006 PROGRAM 
invites you to an Information Session on the Aboriginal BEST 
(Business and Entrepreneurship Skills Training) 2006 Program, 
WHEN: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 3TH 
TIME: DROP IN SESSION 2:OO TO 4:OO PM ' 
16/37 Communi?, Futures - 
~ PLACE: 204 -'4630 IAZELLE AVENUE 
(Upstairs from the El Office) 
WINNERS of the annual Terrace to Sante Skin and Laser Center. ,, year went to Canadian Tire. It was just 
and District Chamber of Commerce one of two awards picked up by that 
Business Excellence Awards were given the Tourism Excellence Award store. The other was for Retailer of the 
given out Sept. 30 at a special banquet. and Naomi's Photography took top Year. 
This year's winners range from a spot in the Home Based Business cat- Anna Beddie and her team at Misty 
home based photography business, to ego j .  River Books were awarded top spot in 
a local theatre group and a big box re- Former Northern Savingsmerrace the Customer Service category. 
tailer. and District Credit Union manager Ken Newsmaker of the Year was given 
This year's Contributor to the Arts Earl was awarded the Employee of the to the only out-of-town business to win 
award was given to the Terrace Little Year award for his work in the year - Alcan. Company of the Year went to 
Theatre, B.C.'s longest continuously leading up to the two credit unions' re- Silvertip Promotions and George Clark 
runing community theatre organiza- cent merger. of Elan Travel was voted Executive of 
tion. Rookie of the Year was awarded The Community Booster award this the Year. 
Northern Escape) Heli-Skiing was 
This FREE TRAINING course is open for young status/non-status 
First Nations, Metis or Inuit who are interested in starting their own'business. 
If you are interested or want more information contact 
' 16/37 Community Futures at,635-5449 or Toll Free 1 -800-663:6396 
RESERVE YOUR SEAT SOON! 
16/37 Community Futures, 204 - 4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC VBG'I S6 
Phone: 250-635-5449 or Toll Free 1-800-663-6396 or Fax: 250-635-2698 Grn Ernail: infoQ1637cfdc.bc.ca Web Page: www, 1 637cfdc. bc.ca 
Funding has been provided by the 
Province of British Columbia 
and the Government of Canada. caa& 
THE LOOK of Safeway 
will be changing 
considerably, in the coming 
months as an expected 
$500,000 renovation gets 
under way. 
Changes include the ad- 
dition of a Starbucks cafe 
and seating area on the 
west side of the building. 
becoming part of the new 
look of Safeway outlets 
throughout western Cana- 
New public washrooms 
will also be added to the 
west side of the building 
and-a complete interior and 
exterior redesign will also 
happen. 
Details of the planned 
renovation were released 
along with the company's 
development permit in a 
recent city council pack- 
age. 
The development permit 
was given the go-ahead at 
the Sept. 25 meeting. 
'The grocery store's new 
facade will see the ehstern 
most entrance moved to 
accommodate more space 
and will be changed to a 
river rock and post and 
beam style exterior. 
The central entrance will 
also be moved toward the 
east, closer to Shopper's 
Drug Mart. 
But Safeway won't 
have to complete much in 
the way of costly landscap-\ 
ing upgrades, say city of- 
ficials. 
"They don't have to do 
any landscaping it was all 
landscaped when they did 
the gas bar," says city plan- 
ner David Block. 
Starbucks outlets are -. 
' da. 
Standard features include: 
5-Speed Automatic Trans w/OD, 3.OL V-6 OHV w/SMPI 148hp engine, 
AirCon, 4-wheel ABS, Engine block heater, Battery run down protection, 
AM/FM/Satellite-ready single CD, MP3 capability, Variable intermittent 
wipers, 15" Machined aluminum wheels, chrome hub wheel covm, Dual 
airbags, Airbag occupancy sensor, SeCUriLockTM Ignition disable, 
Reclining front 60-40 split-bench seats, 50-50 folding rear jump seat. 
stereo single CD, Dual power remote mirrors, Apag occupancy sensor, 
Dual airbags, SecuriLoCkTM ignition disable, Reclining front 40-20-40 
split-bench seats, 60-40 folding rear split-bench seat. 
PLUS the XIR Appearance Packags whlch Includes: 1 
16" Chrome Wheels, Chrome Grille Surround, 5" Chrome Tubular Running 
Boards, Chrome Exhaust Tip, Coiour Keyed Leather-Wrapped Steering 
Wheel, XTR Tailgate Badge. 
"I 
$3 5,249** OR CASH PURCHASE FOR ONLY $2 1 534 ** OR CASH PURCHASE FOR ONLY 
I I 
Olfers Include Air Tax and Freight 01 S1.250 and Oelivery Allowance of $2,750. Mfen Include Air Tax and FreigM of $1,300 and Dolivery Allowance of S3,000. 
Bedliner Included. 
pavement in the parking 
area then repaint all the 
lines." 
Safeway official Scott 
Gibney wasn't able to say 
what the renovation sched- 
ule looks like, but the work 
is expected to begin soon. 
-"""- - 8 -  "48 "-l,l""l I/.YaG IaLc UI u..Imr ,.vi0 d,," d .yJ,; ~ ~ . . . , ~  __ ._ ____._-_ " r _  month lease from Ford Credit to qua!ified retail lessees, on approved credit. Sl2OO/SO dowrl payriienr or equivalenftrade'and first month's payment required. Security Deposit may be reqGred by Ford Credit based on customer cr 
and optional buyout of S20.065!S12.G92 plus applicable taxes. Some conditions and a mileage restriction Of 60.000 hn Over 36 months apply to all lease Offers. A charge Of 12 Cents Per km over mileage restriction applies, plus applicable taxes. Lease offers include $3,000 delivery allowance on 
2i)OG F-150 XTR 4x1 Supercrew with bed liner / S2.750 delivery allowance on 2007 Ranger Super Cab spoil 4x2 !vith automatic transmission and air conditioning and air lax and freight Of S1,3OO/S1,250. Lease offers exclude licence, insurance, administration fees and all other applicable taxes, 
"Cash Purchase a neb*/ ZOOG F.150 .VI3 4x4 Supercrew wrth bed liner / 2007 Ranger Super Cab Spoil 4x2 wh alrlomatic transmission and air conditioning for S35,249/521.534. Taxes payable on full amount of purchase price. Purchase offers include S3.000 delivery allowance on 2006 ~ - 1 5 0  
XTR 4x4 SuperCrekv with bed liner / $2.750 delivsry allowance on 2007 Ranger Supar C?b Sport 4x2 with autolllatic tranSn1iSSiOn and air conditioning and air tax and freight Of s1,300/$1,250. Cash Purchase offers exclude licence, insurance and all other applicable taxes. Dealer may Sell or lease 
lor less. Limited time offers, Offers may be changed or cancelled at any time without nollce. All offers are mutually exclusive and~lnf lot  be combined. Dealership may have limited quantities. Allow 6-10 weeks delivery on factory orders. Some conditions apply. See Dealer for details, I Ranger best 
selling claim based on Canadian Vehicle Manufacturer's As I sales report. July 2006. I1 F-Series best selling pick-up truck for 40 Years claim based on December 2005 Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers Association Statistical Sales Report. 
s and conditions, Tota] leaSe obligation is $ 1 5 ; 5 ~ 4 / ~ 9 , 3 ~  
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 535-4984 
OTEM FORD Fax (250) 6352783 Toll Free 1-880-463-1128 DL # w s  
ers good for July and August were handed outat its last dis- 
tribution in May. 
The $6,500 cost of those vouchers means the bank doesn't 
have enough money to provide an extra bag for people over 
and above the basics next week, says Wiebenga. 
"We had that money sitting in a term [deposit] and we 
decided to use,it for the vouchers because it was donated to 
use fp food," he added. 
"But we'll still be able to provide theessentials next week 
and we know donations will come in so ye'll be i\bk io pro- 
vide the CXtri1 next month." 
In total, the food bank distribukd 450 vouchers worth 
$9,000, restilting i n  ;I use rate o,f about 65 per cent, it figure 
"WC WCI'C hilppy with thi\t iis more cotdd have gotten 
I ,  
1 
1 ' 
I 
Wicbcngii SiIyS siitisfics t h ~  food biillk. 
lost," hc siiid. 
i\ \fiiltIC whet1 presented for food, nieaning thiit the food batik 
$viis not out for the valtic of Ihc vouchers not turned in. 
The food bilIIk is more thi\li 20 years old and hiis more 
thiU1 i\ dO~e11 churches supporting i t  in the form of doni1tioIis 
of either cash or food i\nd in volunteers to operate it. 
Tlic \~otIchcrs were usiible i ~ t  Si\vc 011 F O O ~ S  and 01i1y hid 
gust because the bank thought that's when they ivould most 
be needed. 
Next week's distribution takes place from Oct. 16 to Oct. 
19 in the downstairs area of a former church on Lazelle Ave. 
and the use of the space and utilities is donated by current 
owner Don Highe. ' Wiebenga says donations of food and cash slow down 
over The summer months but pick up again once the food 
bank opens 9 ,J. "I know that some churches have already 
had collcctions and we'll be grateful when they do come in 
SO we're not worried," he SiiId. 
A typicill bilg CiIIi contain hiinlburger, rice, oats and other 
stiiples with IiiOrc going LO those with fi\niilies, 
The food bank is  SO iI Iiicmber of i\ national food ballk 
organiziitiotl, mcilning i t  quulifics for shipments of food 
itcms declared surplus by corporations. 
Rcccnl shipments, trucked up from thc south at no charge 
by UiItidstn\,"i\lclude Gi\tontdc. breddi\st cereal bars ~d 
prole i n drinks. 
"We illso rcceivcd sotip i n  Tetra Pucks - ellough SOUP SO 
that we didn't hilve to go out and buy sonic this time," said 
Wiebcnga. r 
Warmer weather trend continu& 
into the first portion of the /I fall 
SEPTEMBER'S WEATHER set a record for a daily 
maxi<nium and one for rain for a month that generally had 
warmer temperatures than nornial. 
That daily maximum record came on Sept. 27 with a 
reading of 19.9 C, which was .5 C higher than the previous 
record for that day going back to 1965. 
The new rain marker came on Sept. 8 when 29mm fell, 
bettering the old record in 1970 of 22.4 millimetres. 
Overall, September's daily highs and lows were above 
average with below normal rainfall and 14 days of recorded 
wind. 
,Total precipitation was 79.3 mm, substantially below the 
normal 98.6 mm that falls each September. 
That drier than normal pattern has been a factor all year 
with 626.9 nini of precipitation to the end of September 
compared to the historical normal of 751.4 mni. 
September'; warmer than normal temperatures stand in 
contrast to those of August when temperatures were running 
.7 C below average. 
And while there were 14 days of measurable rain, the 
total came to only 37.3 nini, which is 59 per cent of what 
normally falls. 
, And as far as the summer weather went, only August 
stood out as a month of cooler than normal temperatures. 
The trend of low rainfall was evident for the summer 
months when only 81.7 nim of rain was recorded compared 
to a normal 166.7 'nini. 
Luckily, there were no large forest fires. 
I O  ~ ~ actual size 
1 
0 
I . l  
actual prize p 
I Oticori Delta 
7 65 PURSUIT 
FOR 36 
MONTHS' $P,hase&xx9e8 , 
145.HP 2.2L ECOTEC 
5-speed Getrag manual 
5-yr/100,000km Powertrain 
Tilt steering 
Driver seat height adjuster 
60/40 split flip & fold 
ENGINE 
transmission rear seat 
Warranty with SO 
deductibleo 
GO stereo 
-Theft deterrent system 
Oplra5 L l  modal sliuwl WIIII nvsllablo 
oquiptnonl MSAPS17.990 
4-wheel disc brakes 
transmission Powertrain Warranty 
Purchase Flnanclng 2.OL DDHC ENGINE 
5-speed manual 5-yr/100,OWkm 
CD/MP3 stereo , with $0 deductible' 
MONTHS' 
I Fog lights $ j h s c ; 4 9 8  
i 
0 I 
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NORTHWEST COMMU- 
NITY College has expressed 
an interest in using the 
I brand new but never-opened 
: Mountainview Elementary 
School on the Bench. 
.‘ Completed in 2002 at 
a cost of $3.2 million, the 
school fell victim to bud- 
get cuts and an evaporating 
school-age population and 
has sat empty ever since. It’s 
I) designed to hold 250 stu- 
Now, the college has sent . Coast Mountains School 
, District 82 what it calls an 
; expression of interest letter 
3 to potentially use ther facil- 
* ity for its health care courses 
* College official Holly- 
:Anne Burrows said it has 
already approached the pro- 
* vincial government for mon- 
ey to use the school. 
“But it’s just at the, talk- FILE PHOTO 
,. ing stage right now. There’s 
nothing, official yet,” she moted the idea of using tions education centre also tivc language and native 12,111- 
:said: Burrows did say the 
college does need addition But neithcr of those ideas 
room for its students. , school district’s First Na- curriculuni enhanced by na- went past the concept stage. 
Mountainview as a French 
immersion school and the 
said i t  might serve as a 111;~- b net school offering a baslc 
Itire coimcs. 
;a public educatiin facility,” 
isaid Gowen. So the college 
Jplan fits within that criteria, 
:she added., 
The district did receive an 
:offer from a local Christian- 
:based private school three 
:years’ago but turned it down 
:as it would be a competitor 
I Mondaythroug“ r-‘i-.- Terrace to Kitimat 1 (three return trips a day) 
Prince Rupert to Prince George 
(via Terrace) 
Prince George to Prince Rupert 
(via Terrace) .% Sunday 
Prince George to Vancouver (connection) 
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday 
1 d‘ 
Every eight years, the electoral district 
boundaries in BC are reviewed to make sure 
each Member of the Legislative Assembly 
(MLA) represents approximately the same 
number of people - currently about 54,000. 
Because’births, deaths, and movement of 
people around-the province can change 
the population in different districts, this 
review ensures that all British Columbians 
’ are properly represented in the legislature. 
If your current electoral district is retained, 
what changes should be made to its 
boundaries and why? Should the commission 
recommend an increase in the number 
of electoral districts in BC? Why? 
Now is your chance to provide input! 
MEETINGS IN YOUR AREA 
Smithers Monday, Oct 16 6:30-9:30pm 
Hudson Bay Lodge (Banquet Room) 
3251 East Highway 16 
Prince Rupert Tuesday, Oct 17 6:30-9:30pin 
The Crest Hotel (BC Room) 
22: West First Avenue 
Masset Wednesday, Oct 18 6:30-9:30pm 
Howard Phillips Community Centre 
1590 Cook Street 
Visit www.bc-ebc.ca for details ’ 
’ 
If you’re unable to attend a meeting, please 
phone, write, email, or visit our website to 
give your opinion. Deadline for submissions is 
November 30, 2006. The initial report will be 
available to the public in August 200% 
Besides population, what factors should 
the commission considet? (For example, 
you might feel the geography, transportation, 
history, growth, or community interests in -. 
your area should affect the boundaries.) 
PO Box 10073 #601-700 West Georgia Street Vancouver, BC V7Y 1 B6 Telephone: 604-660-1 203 
Toll-free Telephone: 1 877-660-1 203 Email: info@bc-ebc.ca Web: www.bc-ebc.ca 
Dr. Harry Murphy cooperarion wim pnysicians ana otner Deaith protessionars. 
diagnose visual defects or abnormal conditions o the eye, 
to correct, relieve or treat the eye. 
monitoring of visual health. 
0 The employment of instruments, procedures or a ents to measure, examine or 
0 The prescribing, fitting and applicction of glasses, contact lenses or olher devices 
0 The prescription, supervision and management of therapy for ihe improvement/ 
0 The referral of patients to other health practitioners as required. 
OPTOMETRIST 
P 
What is an EYE E ~ l ~ A 7 f O f U  
- . e  n s .  
{ 
1 
I 
, 
, 
Kitimat-Terrace bus service 
proving to be popular run 
FIRST IT was skateboards and next i t  could be snow- 
boards. i 
The new bus service connecting Kitimat-Kitamaat to Ter- 
race three times a day from Monday to Friday is proving to 
bt: popular among many different groups. 
First conceived as a general public transport connectiorl 
as well as a Way for people to get to medical appointments, 
it appears to have taken hold with young athletes. 
Kitimat municipal clerk Walter McLellan reports seeing 
'skateboard-carrying teens,!from Terrace get off the bus stop 
near his office. 
1t.s because they view the Kitimat skateboard park as be- 
ing better than the one here. 
"And now I'm wondering if it's possible to put racks on 
the buses to carry snowboards," McLellan said recently. 
That's based on the anticipation of Kitimat snowboard- 
ers looking for an inexpensive way to get to Terrace to then 
The scrvice is run by B.C. Transit with some money from 
local governments and a substantial chunk from the North- 
ern Health Authority as a way of helping people wit]] 
c;il itppointnients get back and forth between the two cities., 
Northwest Community College students are also using 
the bus to get from Kitiniat to its main Terrace campus via a 
transfer in downtown Terrace. 
KlTlMAT-STIKINE regional district administrator Bob 
Marcellin, left, and Kitimat municipal clerk Walter 
McLellan are happy with the new bus service between 
Kitimat and Terrace. 
Prince Rupert and Terrace. 
It leaves Prince Rupert each Monday morning, returning 
the same day. 
This run, along with the one to and from Kitimat, is meant 
to help people with medical appointments get to where they 
need to go in a timcly and cost effective fashion. 
' catch the bus to Shames Mountain. 
- 
1 
The Terrace Standard. 
Hi, my name i s  "Tori". I'm a female Sheppard 
cross, and I am about one years old. I'm a 
little shy with strangers, but my friends at the 
shelter are helping me come out of my shell. 
I love wide open spaces so I can run fast! 
I'm going to need 
extra special owners 
who have lots and 
lots of atience to 
the best doggy on the 
b~ock! SO, if you want" 
to meet me and start 
a life /ong friendship, 
I will be waiting at, 
the Terrace ' Animal 
Shelter! See Ya Soon! 
help me t R rive and be 
ed another short run medical bus service, this time between tance. 
/ 
Tickets: Availablo at Misty River Books. from TSO members or Call 635-9649 
Adults S10.00 Seniors and Studonts Se.00 Children 6 years and under free 
Out Of Town Orders Welcome 1-800-4 18- 1808 
4525 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-1 808 
0 PIICIAIV? 
Registered opticians are specially trained to desi n, fit, and dispense eyeglasses, 
prescri tions from ophthalmologists and optometrists to determine the specifications 
of opht g almic appliances necessary to correct a person's eyesight. Some registered 
opticians also desi n and fit cosmetic shells and artificial eyes. Other registered 
opticians may grin lenses and design and manufacture specific s ectacle frames 
and other devices needed by their clients. Registered opticians also eep records on 
clients' lens powers and work orders; track inventory and sales; and perform other 
administrative duties. 
contact lenses, low vision aids, and prosthetic ocu 9 or devices. They interpret written 
I: i 
Eyeglasses 
Registered o ticians recommend eye lass frames, lenses, and lens coatings after 
features. Registered opticians measure clients' eyes, including the distance between 
the centers of the upils and the distance between the surface and the lens. Some 
clients want to rep ace existing eyewear without seeking a new prescri tion from an 
ophthalmologist or optometrist. Registered opticians will then use a ensometer to 
record existing eye lass measurements to create a new pair of eyeglasses with the 
same lens power. T a ey also may obtain a customer's previous record or verify the 
power of the lenses with the examining optometrist or ophthalmologist. 
Manufacturing 
Re istered opticians prepare work orders that give ophthalmic 
te$nician< information needed to grind and insert lenses into a frame. The wor 
order includes power of the lenses and information on their size, material, color, 
and style. Some registered opticians grind and insert lenses themselves. After the 
glasses ore mode; registered opticians verify that the lenses have been ground to 
specifications. They are trained to adjust the eyeglasses, by hand or by using special 
tools to ensure the e eglasses fit the client properly and comfortably. Some also fix, 
adiust, and refit bro il en Irames. They instruct clients about adopting to, wearing, or 
caring for eyeglasses. 
Contact lenses, Cosmetic Shells, and Artificial Eyes 
Some registered opticians specialize in fittin contacts, artificial eyes, or cosmetic 
measure the shape and size of the eye, select the type of contact lens material, and 
prepare work orders specifying the ower of the lenses and lens size. In some cases, 
of some of these specialized devices. This work requires considerable skill, care, 
and patience. Registered opticians observe clients' eyes, corneas, lids, and contact 
lehses with special instruments and microscopes. During several visits, registered 
opticians show clients how to insert, remove, and care for their contacts, their 
cosmetic shells or /heir artificial eyes. Registered opticians do all this to ensure that 
the fit i s  correct. 
Low Vision Aids 
Many individuals who become visually impaired feel they must give up reading 
because for them a onceenjoyable activity has become fraught with difficulty. 
Registered opticians, however, can help provide low vision aids to make readin 
easier, more comfortable, and more enjo able. S ecially trained registere 
that individual, their life situation, and their specific visual limitation. Devices can 
ran e from simple hand-held magnifying lenses system; to high-tech computerized 
or e 9 ectronic systems. 
considering t R e power of the lenses an El the customer's occupation, habits, and facial 
P P 
/ I  
loboratOl: 
shells to cover blemished eyes. To design an B fit these devices, registered opticians 
registered opticians prepare moul B s of an eye, which is used in the manufacture 
El 
opticians will consult with visually impaired c I I C !  ients an design the best system for 
s 
FA Benson Optical labs 
I 
Northern Eyes Optical has been proud to provide our region with quality 
customer care and service for over eight years. Although a Sight Test 
is not an examination of the health of the eye, it is a system designed 
by an Ophthalmologist (an €ye Specialist and Surgeon) and is  a safe, 
dependable, and viable option for many who haven't any eye health 
concerns (such as glaucoma, high blood pressure or diabetes) and are 
between the ages OF I9 and 64. Northern Eyes Optical, your true pair 
and a spare store, is still the eye deal place for your eye wear. 
I 
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UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
*Woman warning hitchhikers fl 
, ’after escaping attacker Are you thinking of doing a Master of 
By REBECCA ALDOUS 
VERA Zissis is taking 
~ matters into her hands 
after,’ police failed to post 
.sketches of the suspect in 
her attempted rape case. 
On May 5, Zissis thumbed 
a ride from a truck driver in 
;a green cab on Hwy 97 just 
*outside of 100 Mile House. 
She was returning to work at 
.a tree planting camp north of ’ <;Quesnel after visiting family 
in Vancouver. 
“It all seemed fine. He 
told me I could fall asleep in 
’his cab,” Zissis said. “I woke 
‘up [with his hands between 
Zissis said he threatened 
‘to raue her. but Zissis man- 
I 
i 
’ >  
‘ 1  :my legs.” 
case ’basis. Authur said the 
police kept the sketch of 
Zissis’s attacker on file for 
information and finding pos- 
sible links with other cases. 
He would’ not comment on 
whether it is routine for po- 
lice to publicize sketches. 
“I would feel the more 
publicity you get the better,” 
he said. 
Zissis has retrieved the 
sketches from Quesnel’s 
RCMP detachment and will 
be posting them along the 
highway herself. She recent- 
ly travelled f7om Prince Ru- 
pert to Prince George, stop- 
ping in Smithers, posting 
flyers warning people about 
the dangers of hitchhiking. 
“I still have nightmares 
about [the attack],” Zissis 
said, adding she is equally 
distressed by the way police 
have dealt with her case. 
In May,’Zissis described 
her attacker to The Quesnel 
Observer as taller than 5’8”, 
with dull brown eyes, a goa- 
tee with red in it, and he was 
wearing a green baseball 
-cap. She reported he had a 
pudgy face and a belly. Zis- 
sis told the reporter the at- 
tacker called himself Peter 
and was in an 18-wheeler 
pulling cargo underneath a 
tarp. 
“I think it is important to 
share my story,” Zissis said. 
Vera Zissis 
I Education Degree? 
UNBC4s planning to start a new Master of:Education program with 
specializations in Multidisciplinary leadership and Special Education. 
This program is part-time, designed to accommodate teachers’ work 
schedules. It will be offered at UNBC’s Terrace campus. 
Prospective students are invited to attend an information session at the 
regional campus inrerrace: 
The anticipated start date of this M.Ed. program is July 2007, subject to 
enrollment and final approval. 
. ’ 
I’ - 
Monday October 23rd 7:30pm 4741 Park Ave. 
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’aged to kkk him in the 
‘groin. She said she scram- 
‘bled to open the passenger 
‘side door on the parked 
truck. 
” “He got the courage to 
‘get a knife out of the truck 
visor,” Zissis said. 
* Once out of the vehicle 
she just ran. For four houri, 
Zissis walked to the tree 
planting campsite, .at Rob- 
.ert’s Roost, to find help. 
* “I wasn’t going to take, 
mother ride at that point,’.’ 
Zissis said. 
. Four days later she went 
’to the RCMP in Quesnel to 
report the incident and later 
to a sketch artist in Vancou- 
ver. 
“The RCMP in Quesnel 
promised to put the sketch 
hp-at all the truck scales,” 
Zissis said. 
turbed to learn none of the 
sketches had been handed 
out to the scales or ?posted 
at places where they could 
be seen by hitchhikers. 
: She said given the histo- 
However she was dis- , 
I I 
‘iy of unsolved murders and 
;disappearances on neigh- 
,bouring.Hwy 16, she was 
Surprised at what seemed 
$0 be a lack of effort on the 
PCMP’s part. I I 
Quesnel RCMP Consta- 
I ble Ryan Arthur confirmed 
I police didaot send out the 
1 sketches. He said how po- 
lice deal with such incidents 
is determined on a case by 
Children 
seized in 
drug bust 
0 
were placed under arrest af- 
ter police discovered mari- 
juana and drug trafficking 
paraphernalia in plain view, 
The children were 
placed in emergency fos- 
ter care following the bust 
“pending further investiga- 
tion into the matter.” 
No charges have so far 
, say police. 
I ‘  
I been laid. 
SEVERAL children were 
seized from a Molitor St. 
home Oct. 5 after local 
RCMP executed a search 
warrant on the home of 
a couple believed to be 
involved in the drug trade. 
0 The warrant was issued 
after police. received infor- 
mation leading them to be- 
lieve drug trafficking was 
happening in the home, say 
police. 
A man and a woman 
.. . -. 
A crazy 
: little ring 
called love 
M a n y  her with 
the diainond that says 
I ’ your love for her 
is certifiable. 
For generations, electricity has powered British Columbia’s economic prosperity and quality of life. 
Today, B.C. has one of the fastest-growing economies in 
Canada, expanding 3.5 per cent last year, well ahead of the 
national average. We‘re building more homes, creating 
more jobs and more people are moving to our province. 
1 .  
, ‘me Cops aren’t really 
doing the job at a grassroots 
level.” Zissis said. 
But a growing province with an ever-increasing need for electricity means a growing gap between 
our electricity needs and our made-in-B.C. supply. 
We’re using more electricity than we produce in B.C. 
While in the past we have enjoyed significant 
electricity surpluses, British Columbia’s growth has 
meant we‘ve become net importers of electricity. 
In fact, in each of the past five years, BC Hydro has 
had to buy electricity from Alberta and the U.S. in 
order to meet the needs of British Columbians. And 
in 20 years, it is estimated that British Columbians 
could require as much as 45 per cent more electricity 
than we have today. 
h 
B.C. has a plan to  achieve electricity self-sufficiency. 
‘I 
Having enough made-in-B.C. electricity will help ensure we continue to enjoy the benefits of 
a strong and growing economy, as well as our quality of life. 
That’s why the Province of British Columbia, together with BC Hydro, is acting to make B.C. 
electricity self-sufficient within the next decade. 
Conservation and new sources of made-in-B.C. electricity are key. 
\ ,  
, 
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Get the facts. Visit bchydro.com 
F O R  G E N E R A T I O N S  
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Bend it like Gumby 
” 
ictoria, B.C., as you may agree, is 
wonderful city, with its glowing Legis 
lative Building, the beautiful shelterel 
harbour, and the fabulous Empress Ha 
tel. 
My little family was fortunate enough to speni 
a few glorious autumn days there a while back 
and were each enchanted with the provincial capi 
tol. The little guy found the buskers fun, and thi 
big guy enjoyed his training course. 
For me, it was partly the food. There was tha 
charming little tapas bar with outdoor seating in 
narrow alley amid the softness of the evening. Ani 
I recall‘with fondness the lunch of baby spinach 
strawberries-candied almond salad with raspbey 
vinaigrette, and the leisure with which to enjoy i 
as the kid raved about the quality of the harbour 
front cafe’s chicken fingers with fries. More ketch 
up, please. 
Oh, and another glass of white wine for me, nc 
But the best part was stumbling upon a magica 
store, a tucked-out-of-the-way shop on one of thc 
those winding narrow downtown streets. The store 
front windows indicated the proprietor stockec 
comics and toys, featuring a wide variety of fasci 
nating robots: well! For a boy and his mother from 
the sticks, that was enticement enough. 
I am beginning to doubt my own senses, i 
seems it could not be true that such a shop actu 
ally existed. Perhaps it appeared as we rounded tht 
corner, and melted away after we left. Maybe it i! 
still there, but how would you find it again? 
Here are the directions: Drop off hubby at train. 
ing centre. Jump into the rental car with kid, prom 
ising to find a Toys R Us or if not, at least a big 
Zellers. Become lost, and remain calm. Explain tc 
child in back seat that since we are on an island, a1 
anyone needs to become found again is to keep the 
ocean on your right, and soon enough you’ll enc 
up back where you started. Eat lunch downtown 
wander around for an hour or two or three, anc 
there it is, on your left. Easy. 
I cannot recall what the child found and took 
home, possibly a Gundam or a Transformer or a 
Transforniing Gundam. It was some thing thal 
made him quite happy, at least for a short while. 
Whereas I found and squealed about and pur- 
chased and cherish to this day one Gumby and one 
Bender. 
Gumby is the cartoon character from the 1960s 
who is shaped likc a piece of Wrigley‘s gum, and 
is Kermit-green. His sidekick was Pokey (sold 
separately). 
Gumby has large round white eyes, a big smile, 
and can bend like a picce of Juicy Fruit. Gumby 
lives in a toy store that also sells fun adventure 
books, which he can enter in  a small red roadster, 
and every episode he saves some fictional charac- 
ter from peril. 
He is happy. he is good, he is Gumby. My new 
toy Gumby is just like the toy Gumby I had when 
I was a kid. Score! 
Now, Bender: He is from the contemporary 
cartoon Futurama, and is a member of a spaceship 
crew. 
Bender has a lot in common with Gumby. He 
bends. He is, after all, a bender! He has large round 
white eyes. He hasn’t a smile as much as a three- 
tiered leer. 
He steals and lies and cheats and looks out for 
number one. Except when he surprises everyone 
by being kind and generous. 
My new Bender toy has a torso compartment, 
open it carefully. Huh! A stack of cash (ill-gotten 
gains), a brown bottle of “Old Fortan” malt liquor 
and a can of Mom’s Old Fashioned Robot Oil. Talk 
about branding! Talk about complex characteriza- 
tion! 
I display them in the laundry room to keep me 
company. Sometimes they embrace, sometimes 
they waltz or practice kung-fu. 
Looking at them both now, I see my childhood 
and my child’s childhood. Is it too naive to believe 
people are basically kind and helpful? Is it too 
cynical to think our world is full of Benders, who 
slap you on the back while their hand is in your 
pocket? 
Is an either-or choice unreasonably rigid? Prob- 
ably, eh? So let’s look to both Bender and Gumby, 
let’s be flexible. 
hurry. 
C’ t I 
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ERIC Clayton, a student in the Freda Diesing School of Art and Design, works on a painting that depicts four generations of frogs his clan. 
The Nass Valley man is one of nine enrolled in the program that’s in its first year. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Native I1 art gets its statt 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA the instructors and advisors 
with the school. 
N 0 R T H W E S T Dempsey Bob, a re- 
COMMUNITY College nowned TahltadTlingit art- 
is carving its own niche in ist, is providing advice and 
First Nations art. guidance to the school’s 
This September, the col- development through his 
lege launched First Nations participation on its program 
Artist in Residence, the local advisory committee. 
college’s first program of- Bob studied under Fre- 
fering of the Freda Diesing da’s tutelage and taught 
School of Art and Design. alongside her. ~ 
The school is named after “She was the only school 
the legendary master Haida we had and her teaching 
carver who, along with a came at a critical time for 
handful of other artists, was artists, a time when our art 
responsible for the reawak- was in danger of being lost,” 
ening of northwest coast art said Bob. “Freda raught us 
and culture that began in’ the how to be good teachers and 
1960s. learners and motivated oth- 
Her legacy is alive in the ers to continue the teachings. 
region’s artists and it’s some This school is a continuation 
of those same artists who are of Freda’s legacy.” 
,Bob is the uncle of first his uncle studied under Regardless of their expe- 
cousins, Stan Bevan and Diesing. rience, Bevan says they’re 
Ken McNeil, the school’s Unlike Ksan, the col- starting from the beginning 
two principal instructors. lege’s offering is the only with drawing and paint- 
lone of its kind that’s part of ing and learning the correct 
the public post-secondary forms. 
system in B.C. and Canada, That can be humbling for 
said Rocque Berthiaume, an some of the more *experi- 
instructor and advisor. enced students, such as 48- 
After the first month, the , year-old James Lewis. 
results are what the school !‘It was hard at first to go 
was hoping for. There are back to square one,” said 
nine students of varying age Lewis, who moved back 
The cousins each have ex- and experience representing from Vancouver to attend 
tensive teaching resumes. the Gitsan, Haida, Haisla, the art and design school. 
Bevan says the local Tlingit and Tsimshian. “I was taught to build 
school is special because of McNeil says he’s been tools and to carve, I was 
it represents a first. impressed. never taught ’ two-dimen- 
“There was no training,” “The calibre of the stu- sional designs.” 
Bevan said. “All there was, dents is prelty phenomenal,“ His classmate, Eric Clay- 
was Ksan in Hazelton.” he said. “Some of them have ton agrees. 
ferring to is the one where ence.” 
1 
‘‘it Was hard at 
first tS go back to 
square one. ’’ 
The school Bevan is re- 14 to 15 years of experi- Cont’d Page 83 
Group making most out of schools 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
TERRACE SCHOOLS have 
unmet potential and helping 
to meet that full potential is 
what the Kalum Horseshoe 
Community School Society 
is all about. 
The community school 
premise is they go beyond 
the traditional school, be- 
yond normal school times, 
offering lunch and after 
school programs. 
And while the society has 
grown from one ro three co- 
Drdinators operating in six 
area schools, those admin- 
istering the programs need 
some help. 
“We’re trying to get pro- 
grams going but we need 
:nts,” said Jessica Hogg, mitments. 
who is the program coordi- 
nator at Thornhill primary 
md elementary schools. sign in. 
Mutschke, program coordi- 
iator for south side schools 
Zassie Hall and Kiti K’Shan 
md project coordinator Jen- 
iy Poulin, who is based at 
3.T. Kenney and Clarence 
Viichiel schools. 
“It’s hard to be definitive 
volunteers - ideally par- - 
Parents are welcomed in 
the schools, they must only 
Joining her is Laurie And parent participation 
is mutually beneficial, says 
Hogg. 
“If parents are involved 
in the school, their children 
are more eager to be there,” 
said the Thornhill coordina- 
tor. “We want [schools] to 
be a welcoming place for 
of programs without volun- 
teer numbers,” added Hogg. 
Despite these shortcom- 
ings, the nine-year-old so- 
ciety has a number of pro- 
grams or others it supports 
that have proven a success- 
ful in its goals. 
They include: PALS 
(Parents as Literacy Sup- 
porters); the Spirit Bear 
Cub’s daycamp; breakfast, 
snack and lunch programs; 
after-school recreation pro- 
grams; the Good Food Box; 
the Fruit Registry Program; 
and Get Set, an early child- 
hood education program. 
The coordinators are find- 
ing it’s easier to get parents 
into the primary schools but 
the older the children get, 
the harder it is to net com- 
FROM left, Jessica Hogg, Jenny Poulin and Laurie Mutschke of Kalum Horseshoe 
Community School Society with Agatha Jedrzejczyk of Family Place. 
families.” 
Parents bring ideas, skills 
and time, but the workers 
says they’d welcome non- 
parents, too. 
For example, says 
Mutschke, a health nurse 
that can give a workshop for 
,teens would be a yelcomed 
guest. 
The activities put on by 
KHCSS are open to all stu- 
dents but they target chil- 
dren who might otherwise 
not have access to extra-cur- 
ricular activities. 
Mutschke, an active vol- 
unteer parent in schools be- 
fore it became a paying job, 
says the reward for donating 
times can be seen and felt. 
“You build a relationship 
with families,” Mutschke 
said. “Children are the fu- 
ture - you link the commu- 
nity by linking C O I M l U n i t y  
members.” 
I .  
The Terrace Art Gallery presents two 
October exhibits from Oct. 6-29. The upper 
gallery features “The Time is Now” - mixed 
media by Vickie Kornelson. The lower gallery will 
have ‘Travels in Southeast Asia” - photography 
by Claus Rosner. The Gallery is open afternoons 
from Wednesday through Saturday. 
Plays the Kiva Ca*e FndaY, “ct. 2” at 8 P.m. por the porn& of a family, apparently ordinary, but 
behind appearances are dreams, imagination, 
desires and memories. A show for young and 
family audiences alike. Saturday, Oct. 28 at 2 p.m. 
at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets available 
at the George Little House. For more info go to 
www.terraceconcertsociety.org. 
and ticket prices 638-5457. 
The Terrace Symphony Orchestra presents 
the 6th annual halloween concert’ Saturday, Oct. 
21 at 7:30 P.m. at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
With special guests: Pacific Mist Chorus and 
#113 - 4716 Lazelle Ave) 
WE PICK UP PAPER, CARDBOARD, NEWSPAPER, 
PLASTIC, MAGAZINES, TIN, GLASS & MORE 
cakdotlia Music Fal show 
Z30 D.m. See our h e  local musicians. 
November 4, 2006 
October 21,2006 T e r n e  Community 
lhelWmceS phonyorthema’J Bond Cowed 
6th Annual &ween Show Join our loco1 musicions for 
Z30p.n. -Tickets $10.00/$8.03 for students 
and mion ,  ChiMren 6 04 under free 7:30 
Enter info he fun by coming in costums!!!! 
November 9,2006 
Skeena Bands in Concert 
%30 p.m. 
delighbl 
Terrace Concert 50~iety Tickets 
Acvrilable online at: 
www.temceconcertsodety.org 
Terrace Litt]e fip&e Ti&& 
Alwihble at: 
6 r0pr4nba~  tickets I Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
ffy corner fo the Public Library Park 
an to attend! Support local vendors in Te 
tickits. are only $5 a year. Fees can be waived fo; lower 
income persons. Come to the group’s office at 
4628 Park Ave. For info call 635-4631. 
ROTARACT CLUB OF Terrace Skeena Valley 
is now up and running and is looking for new 
members between the ages of 18 and 30 who are 
PSAS 
THE HAPPY GANG Centre hosts its general 
meeting Oct. 11 at 2 p.m. 
THE GOOD FOOD Box distribution day is 
- 
’ Thursday, Oct. 12 at 6 p.m. Families who have 
signed up need to pick up their box at the location 
they signed up for. Locations are: Skeena Kalum 
Housing (461 1 Haugland), the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium (341 2 Kalum) and Thornhill Primary 
School (3860 Paquette Ave.). Call 638-1863. 
ABORIGINAL BEST IS a free business and 
entrepreneurial skills training program for all 
young aboriginal youth. Learn more about the 
program ‘that starts Oct. 16 with an informational 
session on Friday, Oct. 13 from 2-4 p.m. at 204- 
4630 Lazelle Ave. For info call 635-5449. 
TERRACE CHURCHES FOOD Bank will 
distribute food over four days at the rear of 4647 
Lazelle Ave. from 1-3 p.m. starting on Monday, 
Oct. 16 for surnames A to H; Tuesday, Oct. 17 for 
surnames I to R; Wednesday, Oct. 18 for surnames 
S to Z; and Thursday, Oct. 19 for anyone missed. 
The above order will be enforced, so please come 
on the right day and bring identification for yourself 
and your dependents. 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY Group Society 
is now accepting applications until the end of 
November for the 2006 Christmas Tree campaign. 
Apply in person at the society office on Park Ave. 
with identification for each family member. Call 
635-4631 for information. 
KALUM HORSESHOE COMMUNITY School 
Society needs tasty and ripe locally grown fruit to 
slipply as snacks t‘o local schools. If you have fruit 
to donate, call The Family Place at 638-7863 or e- 
mail agathaj@telus.net-with subject line: Fruit. The 
society also needs volunteers for fruit picking and 
transport. I you can help, call the same number. 
Last year, Terrace and Thornhill primary and 
elementary school children ate more than 1.400 
kilograms of fruit donated through this program. 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS B.C. is taking registrations 
for athletes and new volunteers Saturday, Oct. 21 
from 11 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. at Knox United Church. 
Athlete registration fee is $30. Call Jo after 7 p.m. 
at 635-7936 for information. 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY is accepting 
registrations now for the next set of preschool 
storytimes. Free storytimes for children aged 13 
months to 5 years. Drop in or call the library at 
638-81 77 for information and to register. 
HERITAGE PARK MUSEUM has new fall hours 
of operation. The museum will be open from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to Thursday. For a guided 
tour, call ahead to 635-4546. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS MEETS on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
7:30 pm at the firehall building conference room. 
NQW members are alwsys welcome. Anyone 
interested is asked to call Bob at 638-0923 or 
Rolf at 635-6911. 
interested in making a difference in Terrace and 
around the world. The club will meet on the first 
and third Wednesday of each rnonth at 7 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. Call Kelly at 635-8843. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC Festival holds 
monthly committee meetings. Tuesday, Oct. 24 
and every third Tuesday of the month. Meetings at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. Phone Tracey 
at 61 5-2227 for info. 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE (genealogy) at the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is 
open Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. Free counselling 
and access to ancestry.com available. 
NORTHERN HEALTH REMINDS people 
providing childcare services to families that under, 
provincial law, the maximum number of children is 
two or a group of siblings at one time. If you are 
caring for more than that or would like to, call your 
local community care facilities licensing officer at 
638-2507. 
SUPPORT AFTER SUICIDE support group 
monthly meetings have been cancelled. 
Assistance with grief is still available from others 
that have experienced a suicidal death of someone 
close. Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support & info call Joset at 638-1347. 
THE CANADIAN CANCER Resource Centre 
offers cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings are Oct. 12 & 26. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For info 
about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
call 638-8583. 
A BRAIN INJURY support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
from 4-530 p.m. qow in a new location (room 280 
of the public health building on Kalum St.). The 
meetings are open to survivors, family members 
and service providers. For info, call Mark at 638- 
181 8 or e-mail mark-braininjuryQyahoo.ca 
SOUP KITCHEN, OPERATING every Monday 
from 12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship 
Society, 3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup 
and a bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION needs members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. Call 635- 
4862. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS every 
night of the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 
730 p.m. Saturdays at the education room at the 
hospital. Call Tony at 798-2598. 
I 
Baby3 Name: 
EmmaLee Reigne Moore 
Date & l i m e  of Birth: 
October 2,2006 at i1:34 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 14 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: jolene Sampare & 
Quentin Moore 
‘ W e  slster for Sydne-raelya & 
Biaeiyn Victoria“ 
Baby’s Name: 
Ethan Joseph Leclerc 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 24,2006 at 3:51 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 10 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Christine & Chris 
Baby’s Name: 
Emily Hildegarde 
Michale Kriegl 
Date &Time of Birth: 
August 12,2006 at 1:33 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Feniale 
Parents: Meiita & Richard 
Baby’s Name: 
Andre Norman Oden Roberts 
Date &Time of Birth: 
September 13,2006 at 2:15 a.m. 
Baby’s Name: 
Acacia Laurel 
Natasha Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 25,2006 at 4:34 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 7 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Michelle & Keith 
“Uttle sister for Nlkayla” 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 1/2 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Shawna McKay & 4 
James Roberts 
families, 
// 
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From 61 THE TERRACE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
ANNUAL GENIERBL MEETING Program focuses on Will Be Held 
Monday, Oct. 23rd, 2006 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace ‘‘I found over the years, I got sloppy in The group plans to take outings in the . -  
Members & interested persons ore invited to attend 
Call Bonnie ut 635-9649 for more information 
the (design) shapes,” he said. “I know- how 
the designs are supposed to ldok, the instruc- 
tors have just opened my eyes to the unifor- 
mity.” 
communities-where the students come from. 
‘That’s what artist have to do,” Bevan 
said. 
“I like the Drogram because it offers the 
I ”  
McNeil says the first-y6ar students have 
shown commitment to their studies and even 
though many of them have been producing 
art for years, have shown a willingness to 
learn. 
opportunity to learn from reknowned artists 
and at the end somebody is willing to give 
you a piece of paper stating you successfully 
completed it,” said Clayton. 
“You are now a bonafide, 
(t 
I 
“As an artist, you never 
stop learning,” said McNeil. 
And a big part of the 
learning is not just art but 
culture, which is intrinsic i n  
the First Nations craft. 
Art determined families 
and was highly developed 
before contact. That tradi- 
tion took a severe hit and 
some communities have 
been slow to recover. New 
artists have the pressure, in 
some cases, of spearheading 
a resurrection of that tradi- 
tion. 
“The students learn the 
stories of the crest,” said 
Berthiaume. “They learn to 
make objects and the stories 
related to those objects. 
“It’s a way to connect with their cul- 
ture.” 
Berthiaume adds that respect is para- 
mount in the school where art and culture is 
emphasized. 
From designing to carving, the students 
will be taught not only in northwest coast 
styles but also in each others’ styles. 
“Once they develop the northcoast style, 
they’ll be encouraged to develop their own 
style,” said Bevan, who ‘lives in Kitselas. 
“Eventually, they’ll develop their own style 
within their Nations’ style.” 
0 I 
, 
Rocque Berthiaume 1 
certified northwest coast na= 
tive artist.” 
The ,school offers one- 
year certificates, two-year 
diplomas and a four-year 
degree in fine arts. 
,With an additional year 
of education training, pres- 
ent students could go on to 
be certified First Nations art 
teachers. 
“I plan to stick it out,” 
said Lewis. “I’ve never gone 
to school with First Nations 
art and I’m glad to be here.” 
Lewis said he plans to 
be able to do art full time 
as a career and to pass $he 
knowledge on to his grand- 
children “properly instead of 
guessing.” 
Clayton adds he, too, wants to earn a liv- 
ing through art and someday may want to 
teach. 
“I hope some of the students will earn a 
living, either working for the market or for 
their communities,” Berthiaume said. 
The students hail from around the region 
as well as the Lower Mainland, Vancouver 
Island, the Kootenays and the Yukon. 
Some students have already acquired 
post-secondary training and degrees and all 
come with various levels of carving experi- 
ence. 
lerrace loses man 
<I c I I C  I tamous tor lite savina 
HE GREW up on his grandparents farm in 
Manitoba, as a boy he caught fish on the 
Fraser River to sell at the market, came to 
Terrace to work for Papp5Osbome in 195 1. 
Peter Rempel was not well over the past 
few years and he passed away peacefully 
surrounded by f a rdy  at Terraceview Lodge 
on Aug. 28. 
Peter was born the second oldest of eight 
children to Helen and Peter Rempel. in Oak 
w 
199Os, he came back to Terrace and started a 
truck repair shop and eventuallyretired. 
In Terrace, Peter was involved in the 
Kinsmen Club and was among one of the 
first volunteers to get the Kinsmen Camp 
going. Peter is remembered in a great act of 
bravery that happened on Monday evening 
Jan. 25,1960. 
now both deceased, he performed a great act 
With Earl McClellan, both of Terrace andf’ 
living: Jim, Linda, Kathy, 
George, Vicki and Hank. 
Peter grew up on a grain 
and cattle farm, on three sec- 
tions of land located four 
miles north of the town of 
Oak Lake, Man. 
The farm was a family 
one owned by his grandpar- 
ents, parents ind one uncle. 
Peter started school in 1932 
at Oak Lake, with one teach- 
er and about 50 kids from, 
grades 1 to 6 in a one room 
school. His brother Jim said 
he thinks that Peter got more 
education from the farm at 
798-2267 BI 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT 
Visa M/C Accepted 
Terrace, BC - There‘s nothing like a Tim Hortons oven fresh chocolate chip cookie, unless 
it‘s‘bice the size! Tim Hortons Smile Cookies are going on sale for $1 (tax excluded) 
in Terrace stores October 9th to October 15th. The special doublesized chocolate chip 
cookies have double the meaning because entire proceeds from the cookie sales will go 
towards the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. 
“We are very excited to be supporting the Dr. R.E.M. tee Hospital Foundation,” says Brian 
Archibald, Tim Hortons Store Owner. “This campaign is really a combined effort because 
it‘s our customers who buy the cookies and help us to raise the money to support such a 
worthy local cause.“ 
Tim Hortons has been supporting local communities through the ”Smile Cookie’’ program 
since 1996. The “Smile Cookie” program originally began in Hamilton, Ontario to help 
raise funds for the Hamilton Children’s Hospital. Since then, it has expanded across Canada 
helping a variety of children‘s charities, hospitals and community programs. Tim Hortons 
is Canada’s largest coffee and fresh baked goods chain with more than 2,700 locations 
across the country, and a steadily growing base of 300 stores in the United States. 
In Memory of the King 
starring 
An entire 
evening 
of clhssic 
ECVis songs. 
,’SatuFday, October 21st,.2006 
Performance Starts: 8:30 p m  
Tickets $15.00 & available at the Legion 
Contact 635-5825 for* more information 
Lake, Man. on Dec. 7, 1926. I -6s siblings 
were: Helen, Linda, Jim, Kathy, George, 
Vickie and Hank. Six of the children are still 
of bravery to rescue siven men. The seven 
men spent almost five hours stranded on a 
raft caught up in a ice jam on the river before 
they were rescued. 
The incident occurred at 
the Skogland Logging op- 
eration across from Brauns 
*Island, a mile or so above 
Franks Dairy Farm. These 
two men, Rempel and Mc- 
Clellan should have been 
recognized and received an 
award for their act of brav- 
ery. 
I was told, that as soon as 
Peter heard of the incident, 
he left work and rushed over 
to help. Peter, as one per- 
son but it, the little bugger 
started running and jumping 
across on the ice to rescue 
Peter’s grandpa passed the stranded men, without 
even stopping to think of the danger and risk 
of his own life. 
It is because of these two men that the 
lives of seven men were saved. They werc: 
Guy Pratt, Real Leclerc, Pete Faber, Jack 
Charles, Pete Hannah, Robert John and lniin 
Bellamy (Bellamy brothers). 
By the next morning the ice jam had bro- 
ken and the raft had disappeared down the 
Skeena. 
Had the men not been rescued they would 
have been gone. The men were all white, 
totally covered in frost. They looked likc 
ghosts standing there. 
I am sure now, both Peter and Earl have 
been finally well rewarded in heaven, God 
has found a very special place in his beauti- 
ful garden for them. Peter may you now rest 
in peace dear friend. 
YVONNE MOEN home then in school. 
away in 1936; his parents, uncle and grand- 
mother sold out and moved to a farm in the 
Chilliwack area in the Fraser Valley. 
Peter attended one year of school in Yar- 
row, B.C. then stayed home to help on the 
farm. He stayed there until 1943 and went 
out on his own, driving a truck, fishing on 
the Fraser River and logging, 
Peter later married Dorothy and they had 
three children: Len, Doreen and Bill. He 
moved to Terrace in 195 1 where he raised 
his family. He worked for Pappi Osborne & 
General Motors, and then for Gay Reum as 
shop foreman until 1973. 
He had the “West End Chevron”, at the 
comer of Hwy16 West and Kenney and man- 
aged the Cedars Motel until 1979. Peter then 
moved to Snlithers to work for Bill O’Neil 
as shop foreman at Chev Olds. In the late 
I 1  
I Visit w ww.in memoryofiheking.ca 
WE SPEAK ENGLISH, 
FRENCH 8 CANCER. 
Our Cancer Information Service can 
help you make informed decisions 
about prevention, diagnosis, 
treatment Es more. Talk to someone 
you can trust. @fR Canadian f+ fq  ?‘d :z& Cancer 
It’s free and it‘s Society 
confidential. BRIrisii COLUMBIA AND YUKON 
Free Cancer Information Service 
I 888 939-3333 
1‘ 
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ROB BROWN 
G I ed h i I I 's 
\ \  
he Copper River Road is no place for a 
Honda Civic, but a Honda Civic was all I 
had. I had it because I hadn't performed a T shoulder check before backing out of my 
driveway smackbang into my neighbour's sedan. 
You don't usually park here. do you? I asked 
when he arrived moments later, aroused by @e sick- 
ening dull thud that says motor vehicle accident. 
No, I don't, he said. but I did today. 
We stood perplexed for a few moments, stew- 
ing in realization that it would likely cost more than 
the SM of the book values of both our vehicles to, 
remove the dents. 
He was a nice guy. Portuguese and practical. good 
with haywire, and unconcerned with cosmetics. 
As usual, I had no money, at least not enough to 
take care of unplanned disasters like that one. 
You need a truck? I asked. 
His eyes lit up s ipiQing that he'd caught the 
pitch. Sure. iou  bet, he said. 
I hated parting &th the Datsun. It was an aus- 
tere. optionless machine. built by men as frugal 
and prae,omatic as my neighbour. It knew few paved 
roads in the first 100,OOO clicb before I bought it 
from a shop teacher in Old Hazelton for four hun- 
dred buck.  
He handed me the key and drove off. I got,@to 
the cab, saw the stick shift and understood immedi- 
ateIy that the time of nightfall was now an important 
issue, since I had to leam how to drive a stacdard 
transmission in the>next few hours to increase my 
cEEceof  sunivin'g the drive back to South T P I ~ .  
s sdl-fi~ed ciicuits of the K-san 
Campground that would have killed lesser clutches. 
I made the nerve-wracking trip back to my teacher- 
age. 
In a week I was shifting seamlessly more often 
than not. The little pickup took the beating and 
asked for nothing. not a single repair. not even an 
oil change. 
When he heard of my vehicular misfomme. 
Kevin Spark put me on to a rich guy who'd won a 
brand new Civic at an auction and had no use for it. 
He allowed me to steal it from him for a ridiculous- 
ly low price that I couldn't have afforded if Xike 
Whelpley hadn't been on his last day of work in the 
loans department of the Royal Bank. 
The metallic clank of the sharp edged rock on 
that Honda's oil pan was so loud that it made Bill 
Ashcroft and I yell in sympathetic pain. If it had 
nerve ends, the Hon& would've howled too. 
We continued toward the Clore. Bill hadn't 
fished it before and wanted :o badly. 
Things'll be fine. he said when the oil light l i t  up 
like a cigarette in the dark. 
I wheeled the Honda around and made for town. 
We climbed a hill. The light went out. We drove 
down the next _-de. The light came on. So it went 
until I rolled into Dan Gledhill's driveway. 
Dan did a lot of things. one of them was weld- 
ing. He was burly. had wild curly hair and a blond 
walrus moustache. He came to the door in his un- 
derwear. He'djust got up. It  vas 10. He had that 
Irnun. because his wife had split. taking the kids 
and eveq-thing else with her save for a stuffed owl. 
a raccoon pelt. a dash of dishes and enough cutlec 
for one man to eat a meal. 
We sat on a couple of boxes and I told hjm of 
the oil pan. He reached over and took a package of 
Drum tobacco from the top of the stove. pulled out 
some Zig-Zag papers and rolled a before-breakfast 
smoke. 
I'll take a look at it after I find some pants. he 
said managgg to presen-e his eyebro1r.s as he bent 
over he stove to light his cigarette. 
Dan brazed the pan before his breakfast. W e  
top@ it up with oil at the Husky and made the 
river -10 minutes later. 
As we left. I promised Dan we'd go fishin, 0 soon. 
And we did. 
We went to the Wel se .  He led the way. whack- 
ing through the bush ahead of me in search of the 
trail to a pool he'd been shown a couple of years 
earlier. 
One swamp and a patch of thick brush later. 
we arrived at a nice pool beneath yellowed cot- 
tonwoods. Dan declared it our destination. then he 
\i& out into it and proceeded to catch trout after 
fat. shiny harvest trout - so many he made mc Iook 
bad  
Since that day I-ve returned to fish that pool of- 
ten. sometimes late in the fall to catch steelhead and 
trout. sometimes early in the Spring to hook coho 
and Do& Varden char. 
n e r e  have always been fish waiting. 
I've never returned without thinking of Dan 
itanding atop a log in patched Miner chest waders 
ield up by a single blue suspender wearing a toque 
nd casting his Lakelse Locomotive, the fly he'd 
reJded together using raccoon fur and owl feathers, 
:muants of his home. 
0 " I Shutout 
I MIKE WAFZIG, centre, of Caledonia races a Mount Elizabeth player for the ball while teammate Sunny Parmar watches at the high school boys soccer playday at Christy Park Sept. 30. Caledonia slaughtered Mount Elizabeth 14-0 and slammed Smithers 8-0. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO I 
I 
New winners rocket across city 
in half marathon and fall races 
By MARGARET SPLIRS 
MORE THAN 150 
athletes came out in crisp 
fall weather to compete 
in the All Seasons Half 
Marathon and fall runs 
Sept. 30. 
-New winners. mostly 
from out of ibivn. crossed 
the finish line u ~ l c o m e d  
by  several family mem- 
bers. friends and spec- 
tators who canie out to 
watch. - ~ 
Dave Cater of Terrace 
won the half marathon in 
a time of 1:29:42. one of 
his slonest times but still 
achieving his goal. which 
was to break 130. 
Larr?; NcCulloch of 
Smithers canie second in 
1:31:48 and Jody Hollen- 
berg. also of Smithers. made 
her mark as the third person 
and first u'oman to finish the 
half marathon with her time 
of 1:34:38. 
I Xlaking her own mark 
{vas Cathy I-hdwicke of HENNY MARINUS. 7"260, of Terrace. rounds the corner off McConnell Ave. into the Northwest Community Col- 
Terrace who walked the half lege parking lot toward the finish of the 10 km run at the All Seasons Fall Run Sept. 30. Cheering her on are, 
~ a r ~ ~ o n  C O ~ E -  finishing from left, Katie Hollett, Ainslie Hollett. Madeleine Dafoe, Aislin Dafoe and auxiliary constable Kim MacDougall. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO in a i i e  of 3:54:@!. 
Xlatthias hluller won the 
10 km road race with a time ereens finished at the top of "It's fun to push myself." 
of SS:17 just ahead of last the 5 hi run. nieier. 12. cut about one he runs. he said. 
year's winner Travis Caner Eric Holdijk. 16. tvon minute off his time from tu0 "I was tvorried about Many nlnners - 103 
who finished in 3529. years ago. despite running - competed in the 5 k m  
race. while 32 tackled the 
mat was the first woman to During the lkr kilometre. 10 km nnd 27 took on the 
finish. and seventh in the 10 Sara Holdijk. 14. mnie he noticed the loose shoelace half marathon for a total of 
km. with a time of 47:11. 159 ninlic'rs. up from 13-1 
X pair of young Smith- He hw he wouldn't trip last year. 
Local runner The0 Xletz -  because he steps high when 
\ \ p i t h  a time of I6:S-l and 
second in ;7:70. 
13th and u'as the first female 
to finish with 205 1. 
other people stepping on my 
He finished in 1 lth place 
in the 5 hi uith 20.29 and 
said he enjoys running be- 
cause it helps keep him fit. 
Candice Pilgrim of Kti- Chris Pendray. ! 7. came u.ith one shoelace undone. 'laces." he said. 
but didn't stop to tie i t  up. 
River Kings cage Wolverines 
By MARGARLT SPEIRS 
THE RIVER KISGS opened their third season in 
the CIHL with a spectacular n-in over ne\vcomers 
the Hazelton \Volverines that proved to be a 
parade of penalties from start to finish. 
The River Kings n-on easily S-3.  t&ng ad\ an- 
tage of their power play opportunities. notching 
six of their eight goals Ishen Hazelton \\-as don-n 
one or two players. 
Terrace staned the scoring at 1S:jS of the first 
period and the iVolverines re~pondcd 1s seconds 
later to tie it up. 
Then Terrace took off with the scoring finish- 
ing the first period u-ith a 4-1 lead. 
The River Kings added another nvo early on in 
the second for a comfortable 6-1 lead at the end 
,f 10 minutes. 
The Wolverines. \rho never gave up. netted 
their second goal at 15:40 of the third to bring the 
score to 6-2. 
The River Kings added two more and the M'ol- 
,rerines added their third and final goal with 130 
emaining in the game. 
The score could have been closer but the River 
Kings got luck? u hen a couple of bad passes end- 
ed up on Hazelton sticks. but the ensuring shots 
\vent v id, p m  goalie Craig \Valsh. 
Thai&< to new ruler adapted b!- the SHL. Se- 
nior -4.4 A h ' s  Hockey and the minor leagues. 
referees noit folloiv a zero tolermce penalv pol- 
icy. 
SeLeral niembcrs o i  both teams spcnt time in 
the penalr\. bo\; and the same score sheet was 
hlled \virh peaalty ninutes. 
River Kings neu. co-coach Andy <fcClear]l- 
said the team \vi!l have to adapt. which will take 
some time. 
Fans \veiC not SO happy. booing h e  refs' calls 
frequentl! . 
The li*ol\ erines brought at least 200 fans from 
Hazeiton. \vho cheered on their boys. especially 
ivhen tensions o\ edou.ed in ihe ihird period and 
former Ri\.er hns. no\\ U-olveriiie. Phil )for- 
rison rtruted punmielin: his former teammate 
)like Dibble? a i m  he felt Dibble2 had skated too 
closely to the Hazelton goalie on a drive to score. 
"He never lets anyone bother his goalie." said 
Hazelton fan Dan Rodgers. 
The referees held off while the two pounded it 
i 
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either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector & 5  Daily) $21.20*(inc.l.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector & 10 Daily) $31.80*(inc.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily) $39.W(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over,20) 300 PER WORD'PLUS GST 
EMPLOYMENT WORD ADS ADD $1 PER WEEK 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 c o l h  
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 c o l h  
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING $17.1 2 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
FLOORING DISTRIBUTOR HAIR ART ACADEMY Open 
the Door to Your Future hairar- 
FLOW BUY DIRECT tacademy.com ENROLL NOW 
8 &12ml Laminate from$.49sq/ 604-51 5-8880, New Westmin- 
6" Pine ......................... $.99sq/ft LARGE KAMLOOPS Auto- 
motive Dealer looking for an 
pre-fin ........................ $1.99Sq/ft accountant with automotive re- 
Bamboo pre-fin solid or lated experience. Email: ken@ 
engineered from ........ $2,99sq/ft kamloopsdodge.com Or mail 
5" handscaPed Oak, Maple, resume to Kamloops Dodge 
Alder pre-fin ............... $3.99Sq/ft Chrysler Jeep, 2525 East Trans 
3 114" & 5" Japanese Chey"Y Or Canada Hwy., Kamloops, BC 
Black Walnut pre-fin 
from ........................... $3.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE! 
NEEDS !$!$$ 
ft ster and White Rock 
3 114" Oak, Maple Or Exotics 
1 Year Diploma Program 
Call to reserve your seat ,, 
"On Campus and Distance Education" 
Free Basic Skills Orie-ntation 
V2C 4A9. 
1-800-631-3342 
< 
MacKav's Funeral Service Ltd. SKI 8, STAY at SUN PEAKS 
RESORT! Vacation rentals of 
new Condos & Chalets, 1-4 bed- 
rooms. Full kitchens, fireplaces, 
hot tubs, slope-side locations. 
1-600-81 1-4588 www.Bear 
Country.ca 
J 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
-_ -Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 9 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
Fuwrd 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
Dick LID. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (35~3) 
WANTING TO purchase a walk- 
BERNINA SEWING machine, 
Model 801 with all the option>s 
and accessories, retractable 
in attractive cabinet. In excel- 
lent condition. New $1,000 ask- 
ing $400 OB0 250-635-2522 
CANOPY FOR older model 
GMC or Chev long box pick- 
up $300. Mirror extensions 1 
set fits '92 or '93 pickup and 1 
set fits 2004 pickup $30 each. 
Chev or GMC full size pickups. 
1 used Glenayre Autotel phone 
Model GL2035,l 11 0 Volt to 12 
Volt converter, 1 Koolatron pow- 
er adapter, 1 power box, 2 aeri- 
als & cord. $500. 778-786-0962 
(39P3) 
er with wheels. 250-638-8780 
f40~3)  
Oct: 4th Highway 1% West. De- 
scribe camera to claim. 250- 
Y Y MIKES AUCTION would like 
to thank all of our clients, both 
those who have attended our 
sales this year and those who 
have consigned. We hope to 
see you all again next year and 
hope you will recommend us to 
your friends. We will take book- 
ings for future sales at any time. 
We can be reached by phone or 
'fax at 250-694-3497 or by email 
mikesauction@xplornet.com. 
Thank you again and watch this 
cdumn for future sales. Mike 
and Ella. 
635-041 4 (41 p2) 
FOUND OCT 1ST Horseshoe 
area, yellow lab, purebred with 
tatoos. Must be identified. 250; 
635-0121 (40p2) 
FOUND TELUS mobility cell 
phone on the 2900 block of Mo- 
litor Street, Terrace. Two toned 
grey with the name Preston on 
display window. 250-61 5-4726 
to arrange pick up. (40~2)  
HANDHELD RADIO found Up- 
Der Kalum River boatlaunch 
Butterflies 
aye Gods way 
of winking 
at us 
PATRl C I A JAN E 
CARSON 
May 8,1947 
October 13,2004 
It was too brief 
Casual Adm i n ist rat i we Posit ions 
Northwest Regional Campus 
Terrace and Prince RuDert. BC (40P3) 
MOVING MUST Sell. Furniture Oct. 3. Call to identify 250-635- 
4007 (41 p2) 
LOST: RED KAYAK at Lakelse 
UNBC's Northwest Campus located in Terrace, BC, 
administers couises and programs in several 
communities throughout the region including Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Hazelton, Smithers, and Haida Gwaii. 
Courses and programs include the following: Bachelor 
of Social Work, Bachelor of Science in Nursing, 
Bachelor of A ~ s  in English, Bachelor of Arts (General), 
Master of Education, Master of Arts in First Nations 
Studies, and the Education Diploma in a First Nations 
campuses provide all the s6Wices of the University to 
regional students, staff and faculty. 
The University of Northern British Columbia is a 
dynamic and progressive institution with an innovative 
approach to education and is supported by advanced 
technologies. As we strive for excellence in the 
educational enrichment of our students, UNBC offers a 
healthy, safe, open, friendly, supportive and stimulating 
work environment for our employees. If you possess 
top-notch clerical and administrative secretarial skills 
and want to be a part of an exciting team, we may 
have an opportunity for you. 
As part of our casual pool of employees available on 
an on-call basis offering clerical and administrative 
support to a variety of departments, you may be 
called in to assist during peak periods, vacation or sick 
leave coverage, as well as exciting project work. Your 
knowledge of computer applications, typing, filing, 
reception duties, data entry, scheduling meetings and 
a variety of other skills will be well utilized. 
A of tEyears of progre sive 
administrative experience in a computerized 
environment combined with coursework or a 
have extensive knowledge of Microsoft Word and are 
comfortable working in a Windows environment. 
Exposure to spreadsheets and database applications 
would be considered an asset. Rounding out your 
skills profile are: exceptional organizational skills, 
attention to detail, strong communication and 
interpersonal skills and a proven ability to work 
within deadlines. You are able to work 
independently, as well as with a team of staff and 
volunteers. A high degree of flexibility is required to 
be available for assignments. 
Normal hours of work will vary between 
8:30 am - 4:30 pm Monday through Friday. 
Language and Culture*TheTerrace and Prince Rupert certificate in office administration is required. You 
qegional Services Assistant 
Jorthwest Regional Campus 
rerrace, BC (Regular PBrt-time) 0 
Reporting to the Northwest Regional Chair, you will 
provide administrative and office/clerical support for 
the Regional Campus. This includes the Program 
Coordinator, faculty members and students of the 
Aboriginal Teacher Education NW Bridging 
Initiative. In addition you will share administrative 
and student support duties with the 
Regional Services Coordinator. 
Specific duties will include: 
* Acting as a liaison between regional students 
*Assisting with production of routine office 
* Assisting with student registrations,maintaining 
* Providing support for special projects and 
and the Registrar's Office and StudentServices 
communicatiodpromotional material 
student records and providing reports 
other duties as assigned 
Performing general reception duties for 
* Planning, coordinating and 
implementing activities 
* Timetabling, coordinating room arrangements, 
acting as a resource person, scheduling 
meetings, preparing agendas and meeting 
packages, minute taking and following-up on 
action items; scheduling travel arrangements 
and providing support for distance 
education delivery 
The successful candidate will possess a one-year 
minimum one-year office experience, preferably in a 
post-secondary institution. An equivalent 
combination of education and experience will be 
considered. You are proficient in the use of word 
processing, database, spreadsheet, internet 
exploration, presentation and desktop publishing 
software You have an excellent customer service 
focus, exceptional interpersonal, organizational and 
communication skills. You must demonstrate the 
ability to function in a multi-tasking environment. 
Applicants must possess a class 5 driver's license. 
Normal hours of work will vary Monday 
through Friday. 
Competition # 06-85CU(NC) 
the Regional Campus 1 certificate in Office Administration together with a 
providing bookstore support and 
Processing financial transactions for tuition, 
textbooks 
textbook and document evaluation payments 
items, 21.7 cubic foot chest 
freezer in excellent condition. 
RSF ENERGY wood stove (list- 
ed space heater). Solid fuel type. 
Also suitable for mobiles. CSA 
approved. Approx. 23x28~30. 
Asking $550 o.b.0. Call 250- 
635-31 91 evenings. (39~3) 
$500 ObO. 250-635-5638 (39~2) Lake approximately September 
17th. 250-635-7922 (401121 
FLOW BUY DIRECT 
8 &12ml Laminate from$.49sq/ 
3 114" Oak, Maple or Exotics 
Bamboo pre-fin solid or 
5" handscaped Oak, Maple, 
3 1/4" & 5" Japanese Cherry or 
Black Walnut pre-fin 
TONS MORE! 
ft t' 
6" Pine ......................... $.99sq/ft 
pre-fin ........................ $1 .99sq/ft 
engineered from ........ $2.99sq/ft 
Alder pre-fin ............... $3.99sq/ft 
from .......................... .$3.99sq/ft 
1-800-631 -3342 
dear friend u
Trea# Edward 
WOLFE 
1982 = 2806 
Trentwos bornon jonuory IPh, 1912in O w o n  [reek, 1.I 
to parents Tom ond Volerie Wolfe. 
He posed awoy on September 24th, IO06 i n  Fort St. John of 
the oge of 24 years. 
Trent or Biscuit os some peoplo colled him wos o rerident of 
Trent cored ond loved everyone t l ~ e  to him. Anytime some- 
one needed help Trent wos there no questions osked. He wos ohvq potient especiollywhen i t  come to Angus. 
If he wos not working on Ce big bonono, he wos fixing Uoyd's Bonshee or out riding his quod. Trent obo 
liked to moke model cors in his spore time ond loved spending time with his girlfriend Ashley, Trent wos o 
son, grondson, brother, nephew, cousin ond friend. I only worked with Trent lor six months bur i n  that time 
he become o big brother to me, literolly o Big Brother, He never hesitated to crotk'o short ioke when the 
opportunity prerented itsell. 
Ifitwosn'f oskinj for oboosterseotinoresfouront,itwosgivinj medl the hijh things todoot work. People 
tolled us MIJH ond Jek l ren t  liked to ride BMX even if he wos bugged obout weoring o helmet. 
When he listened to music he okay mode sure it wos loud enough so not only he could heor it, but olso 
Trent you wil never be forgotten ond you will olwop be missed. This is not good.bye, it is see you her. 
Fort Si, John, I.(. He ~ O S  the youngesf of three children. -..-- 
everyone on the bioi could heor it. 
Eulogy Presented hy Jody lovoie 
telebront Bev Ounrmore oliioted. 
II 
love i Peore lujolow 
-- 
A memoiiol service wos held on Soturdoy, September Nth, 2006 01 2:OO pm 01 Reynors Funerol (hopel, I 
krangementr were under the care of Reynarr h e r d  Home and (rematorium, 
Dawson (reek, BL 
ADVERTISE YOUR Business 
Opportunity Nationally to ap- 
proximately 9 million households 
in North America's best suburbs 
by placing your classified ad in 
over 800 suburban newspapers 
just like this one. Call the Sub- 
urban Classified Advertising 
Network at 888-486-2466 www. 
START YOUR own computer 
repair and sales business. Eve- 
rything you need to get started 
including 8 working comput- 
ers, 8 working monitors, key- 
boards, speakers, DCROMS, 
floppies, memory, cards, CPU's 
hardware. tools, programs, and 
much more. Do it as a hobby 
or do it as a business. Ideal for 
someone in the Nass Valley who 
knows computers. Call David 
@ 250-615-0414 after 3 p.m. 
suburban-news.org/scan 
CALIFORNIA BASED CO. EX- 
panding in BC. Health & Nutri- 
tion Home Business. Training 
& Support. Watch for us on 
Oprah. Call Toll Free 1-877- 
265-6060. 
WESTON*S BAKERY DISTRIB- 
UTORSHIP. For sale in Pentic- 
ton. Great Revenue. Truck and 
computer included. Call Dave 
250-770-1 368 or 250-488- 
001 4. 
WANT YOUR business to reach 
nearly half a million sportsmen 
and women? Advertise your 
business in BC's largest outdoor 
publication, The BC Freshwater 
Fishing Regulations Synopsis 
2007 Edition. Call Annemarie at 
EXCITING NEW Co. to Cana- 
ddUK requires outgoing Sales 
Agents/Promoters F/PT must 
have computer. Commission, 
bonuses & Lexus Car program 
opportunity. NO inventory, de- 
liveries or telemarketing! 1-877- 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Restaurant for lease. 45 seat 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed 
dining room. Excellent facility in 
Houston, B.C. Houston Motor 
Inn. Phone 1-250-845-7112 or 
1-800-661 -6335 Ext. 3244 
248-6692. 
fax 1-250-845-3580 
Unique appartumty to awn and aperate a 
2006 Pete with zero down. Must have 1 
year flat deck highway experience. wlllingl 
able to run CANADNUSA 8 possess good 
references. OwnedOperators 8 Company 
drivers welcome Up to S3wO signing 
bonus. WEST RIM EXPRESS LINES LTD. 
Steve or Andre (BOO\ 663-0099 
IFYOU want to find that perfect 
gift for family and friends, come 
and check us at www.country- 
creekdecor.com We are sure 
you will find what you want. 
FOR SALE Dining room table, 4 
chairs, gourmet stand, and kitch- 
en utensils. 250-638-1 818 
NEW CREAM colored chester- 
field, loveseat and chair, nev- 
er taken out of crates. Asking 
$1,500. Phone 250-635-7602 to 
view 14002) 
GARAGE SALE October 15 & 
16 11 A.M. TO 4 P.M. Sunday 
Find Monday 3921 simpson 
Crescent Terrace (Thornhill) Cell 
Phone 250-615-7676 (41pl) 
VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts, Sports. Killers, 
Goo Goo Dolls, Bonnie Raitt, 
Roger Hodgson, Seal, Hip, Bob 
Dylan, Seahawks, Canucks. 
Hotel accom available 1-800- 
FOR SALE Diamond Tennis bra- 
920-0887. 
We would like to take this time to thank 
all our family, friends and communities of 
Terrace and Kiiimat for ALL support and 
aenerosity in the last yeor. 
"Jenna rlceived a heart tronsploni 
December 2,2005 and returned home to 
her familv in July 2006. Jenna continues to 
We lhank all applicants for their interest in UNBC. However, only those applicants selected for further consideration will be contacted. 
All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. The Un'vetsiiy of 
Northem British Columbia is commitled to employment equity and encourages applications from women, aboriginal peoples, persons with 
disabilities and members of visible minorities. 
EARN YOUR professional 
cook certificate at Thompson 
Rivers University in Kamloops. 
Hands on training in one of Ca- 
nada's top 120 restaurants. 
Info: 250-828-5356 or www.tru. 
cdtourism/culinary 
celet. 250-635-4690 (40pl) 
NEED A PHONE - FREE in 
home connection. September 
Special! Call: 1-(866)444-3815 
REFUSED! 
NO CREDIT CHECK - NO ONE 
1 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 11,2006 
I ci’ RTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
Dunkley Lumber Ltd. operates a modern and sophisticated 
SPF dimension Sawmill & Planermill facility at Strathnaver, BC, 
40 km north of Quesnel, BC. Our quality lumber products are 
sold acgss North America and in overseas markets. 
We currently have an opening for a Certified Millwright with 
hydraulic and electrical experience. 
We are looking for an individual who is motivated, takes pride 
in their work and is very safety conscious. If you have these 
characteristics and desire to work as part of our maintenance 
team, please submit your resume to : 
I> Personnel Coordinator 
I Dunkley Lumber Ltd. 
- 
> 
i: 
P.O. Box 173 
Prince George, BC V2L 451 
Phone: (250) 998-4421 
Email: hr@dunkleylumber.com 
F a :  (250) 998-4513 
Applications must be received no later than October 12,2006. 
All applications will be treated in strict confidence. 
We thank all applicants in advance, however, only those selected for an 
interview will be contacted. 
0 
An enthusiastic, hardworking, professional 
individual required for th‘e position of 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
PERMANENT/FULLTlME 
/f you are a team player, self-motivated, community 
minded and enjoy a fast paced working 
environment, Standard Radio wants YOU! 
Qualifications: 5 Years Intermediate accounting 
University, College, orL Degree Program an asset. 
Send resume to: 
Standard Radio 4625 lazelle Ave. Terrace V8G 1 S4 
Or email to blangston@sri.ca 
Resumes to be received no later than 
5:OOp.m. Qctober 18 Only those selected for 
interviews will be contacted. 
Standard Radio endorses the principles 
of Employment Equity and is committed to 
ensuring that our workforce is representative 
of the public we serve. 
KERMOPEI~TOURISM 
Executive Director 
Kermodei Tourism invites applications for the 
position of Executive Director. The successful applicant 
will provide leadership in the development of the tourism 
industry in the Terrace area. 
Kermodei Tourism is  a Destination Management 
Or  anization whose missions include facilitating efforts 
wit ?l in Terrace and the surrounding area to promote 
and foster the development of the tourism industry and 
a quality destination experience; promoting Terrace 
and the surrounding area as a tourism destination; and 
providing leadership and advocacy in the development 
and promotion of tourism services in and for the wider 
community. 
Roles and Responsibilities: - Under the general direction of the Board of Directors 
enhance Terrace’s tourism industry. 
- Develop an annual business plan, including a 
, marketin plan, tactics and budget, work with key 
stakehol CY ers to identiFy and segment target markets 
- Oversee the s ecific mar I7 etin and tourism programs 
that support t E e strategic an! annual business plan, 
1 
and develop/adiust the Ian accordingly. 
including advertising, collateral development, 
product development, destination management, 
market research and public relations. 
- Be responsible for developing and executin 
communication programs to raise stakeholder an 
community awareness of events, marketing programs 
and key issues. 
- Oversee the provision of resources and services to 
stakeholders seeking assistance in maximizing the 
effectiveness of their tourism businesses. - Identifies and assists in the development of new 
roducts and distribution mechanisms. 
- gevelop effective relationships with TEDA, Terrace 
& District Chamber of Commerce, Regional District 
of Kitimat Stikine, Northern BC Tourism Association, 
Tourism BC and nei hbourin communities 
planning and policy making. 
- Work collaborativey 7 9 ,  with t e Board in strategic 
related ! a  iscip ine and experience in tourism and/or 
Qualifications: 
- Universi de ree in business, marketing, tourism or 
related business environment. 
- Background in working with the tourism industry and 
local governments - Proven financial and human resources management 
capabilities 
- Strategic planning and Board management 
experience 
- Ability to manage partnerships, contracts and 
consultants 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current resume and 
=.over fetter including references b October 31, 2006 
K, V8G IT2 fax: 250 635-7846 Email: rfcox@telus.net 
We thank all a plicants for their interest; however, only 
0: CFR Management inc. 21 0-471 l laze!le Ave. Terrace, 
h e  selected P or an interview will be contocted. 
\ 
/, 
Graham Palmer & Associates Inc. 
Accounting Assistant 
Accoiriitiiig, Tux & Busiizess Moiiogeineiit since 1979 
Eyperience, eitrollinent iti recognized crccounting 
program preferred. References nild obilily to multi- 
task, attentioil to detciil arid excellent priblic inanner 
essential. Eiiinil or fox resiimes only - closing date 
23 October 2006. 
Attention: Loriiscr Yorke, OfJice Maringel: 
Fox: 635-2 I05 gpaliner-irssoc @nzoricircii.net 
CONSTRUCTlON TERRACE 
,, 141 107 VENTURES LTO. ’ / /  n 
HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION 
As the Highways Maintenance Contractor for the 
Skeena District, Nechako Northcoast Construction 
would like to advise the public that we are currently 
accepting Hired Equipm’ent Registrations for 2006-07. 
Registration Deadline is October 31, 2006. 
All equipment previously registered with Nechako 
Northcoast Construction for 2005-06 must be re- 
Registered for 2006-07. If you would like to register your 
equipment, forms are available at our Administration 
Office located at: 
5720 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Peter Lansdowne, General Manager 
Phone: 250-638-1 881 Fax: 250-638-8409 ’ 
POSITION SUMMARY: ’ 
Responsible for recruiting; develo ing and maintaining 
This position monitors services provided, supports the 
resource providers and liaisons with staff in providing 
child protections services. Conducts adoption home 
studies and making recommendations for approval, 
and provides appropriate services to the children in the 
continuing custody of the Director within the parameters 
provided by the BC Child Family & Communily Services 
Actand the Northwest inter-nation Family and Community 
Services policies and procedures. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Bachelor of Social Worker de ree or equivalent is 
required; must be willing to attenj necessary DelegatiQn 
rraining. 
Successful candidate must: have demonstrated abilities 
n developing strong relationships with children, parents, 
Ioster parents or other caregivers; have excellent verbal 
2nd written communication skills; have ability to work 
Jnder pressure with professionalism; be computer 
iterate. 
Zandidate must successfull pass RCMP Criminal Records 
Zheck and possess a vali CY BC Drivers License. 
rype of Position: Full time; subject to six (6) months 
probation and annual performance review. 
CLOSING DATE: 
October 13,2006 at 4:30 p.m. 
LOCATION: Float position between Dease lake 
and Terrace Off ice (Housed in Terrace) 
ATTENTION: Executive Director 
FAX: 250-638-8938 
PHONE: 250-638-045 1 L! 
TOLL FREE: 1-888-3 1 0-33 1 1 
ENIAIL: Imarshall8monarch.net 
a range of resources in which to p P ace Children in Care, 
HiickleDerry Miries Ltd. is ri 19,500 TPD open pit copper 
molybrleniitn inine Iociiti~tl 120 kin  soiith of Hoirston in west 
centrcrl British Coliiitil~iti. We (ire cirrtwtly recruiting for the 
jiillowirig positioii to join t i w  Etigirieeriiig teritti: 
Mine PlannedSurveyor . 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. i s  seeking a Mine Planner, Reporting 
to the Chief Mine Engineer, this position i s  responsible for 
providing technical support to the Mine Engineering Group 
and Mine Operations. The Mine Planner performs all routine 
and specialized surveying, short range mine planning, blast 
design and layout, and ore control. 
The idetrl ctiriclitkite will: 
Have a diploma in Mining Technology 
Able to use ;I totul station iind Trinibk GPS survey 
ccluipnicnt 
Be computer literate and have a working knowledge 
of Gemcon, Microsoft Office and Autocad 
Be ;I self starter, ;iblc to organize and plan their work 
to mcct time constraints 
Preference wi l l  be given to applicants with open pit 
mining experience 
As this position i s  required to regularly liaise with niine op- 
erations personnel and senior management the successful 
candidatc must hnve excellent interpersonal and conimuni- 
cations skills and niust be able to work in a team environ- 
ment. 
Huckleberry Mines i s  a remote mine where i ts eniployees 
live in B camp environment on their days of work. The work 
sclicdule for this position i s  4 days on followed by 4 days 
off. Transportation to and from the niine site i s  provided and 
while at the mine site a11 meals and accommodations are 
provided free of charge to employees. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers ;i competitive salary and a full 
range of benefits including nicdical. life, disability income 
and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank :ill applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mines Ltd.. but only those in consideration will be contacted. 
Candidates must be eligible to work in Canada. 
Qirrrlifietl c*tiridirl~ites C N I ~  f i ~ n c ~ a r ~ l  ( I  cornpleterl rewine to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Bos 3000 Houston BC VOJ lZ0 
Fax 601-517-4701 
Email: HR@Huckleberrvmines.com 
This position is for over 1 year commencing 
immediately filling a maternity leave ,vacancy. The 
position requires some travel. 
A Bachelors Degree in Business Administration or 
Marketing Degreeand/or 3-5 years businessexperience 
is  required. The position involves developing and 
implementation of new and existing marketing plans 
for the promotion of Terrace and its tourism products. 
For a comprehensive description and complete 
details of this position, log on to: www.terracetourism. 
bc.ca/resume. 
No phone calls please, Thank you to ap licants but 
only those contacted will be interviewed, C osing date: 
October 19, 2006. 
P 
CONSTRUCTION TERRACE 
141 187 VENTURES LTD. /7 
Nechako Northcoast Construction Terrace i s  now 
accepting applications for casual/auxiliary operators. 
Applicants are required to provide an ICBC Drivers 
Abstract with submitted applications. 
The minimum driver classification required i s  a clean 
Class 3 with air brake endorsement. 
A plicants must have a current Level 1 First Aid and 
WJMIS. A traffic controi ticket would be preferred. 
Applicants must be physically fit and able to work 
outside in all weather conditions. 
Application forms can be picked up at the 
Administration Office located at: 
5720 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Peter Lansdowne, General Manager 
Phone: 250-638-1 88 1 Fax: 250-638-8409 
TRADES PROGRAMS in Ques- 
nel. Residential Construction 
Framing Technician Certificate 
(Equivalent ?o ELIT-Carpentry) 
October 23: 2006. Plumbing 
2nd Year November 6 to De- 
cember 15, 2006. College of 
New Caledonia, Quesnel, 100 
Campus Way, Quesnel, BC V2J 
EXCAVATOR OPERATOR 
Training Programs. 5, and 
6 week Programs. Advanced 
Class One Driver Training. Tay- 
lor Pro Training Ltd. 250-860- 
7624 or Toll free 1-877-860- 
7K1. 991 -7500. 
527. 
Sale: Reprerentptive 
Required lmmedlately 
Wellestablishedinternational 
Truck Dealership in the 
Peace Countr is looking 
for a MediumrHeavy Duty 
Truck Sales Person 
Must be: 
- High1 motivated 
- Goo Cy communicational & 
- Ex erierice in the trucking 
- International experience a 
definite asset. 
We o#er: 
- Base salary plus 
- Benefit package 
- Excellent growth 
organizational skills 
in 8 ustry. 
Commission 
opportunity 
Please submit resume: 
By Fax-(250) 782-8 142 
B mail to: 
Gear-0- ama Su ply Ltd. 
PO Box 91  
Dawson Creek BC 
V1 G 4E9 
Email: 
Andy.Schurmann@gear+rama.com 
Attention: Andy Schurmann 
’Shoppers Drug MartWPharmaprIx@ boasts approximately 1000 stores from coast to coast 
and is sfill growing. With our commitment to customer and community service and our drive 
to excel, we are one of Canada’s most prominent retailers. We have an exciting opening at 
our new large format store in Terrace ... 
Front Store Manager 
U 
*Terrace, BC 
Relying on your expertise, you will oversee a range of retail activities in all departments except 
pharmacy, as you guide your staff in providing exceptionaPcustomer service. You have a solid 
background in retail management, excellent leadership abilities, and the drive to become a 
leading force in the $tore. Preference will be given to candidates with big box or grocery retail 
management experience. 
To apply. please e-mail your resume to: 
Mvr * .-- 
.. _.. 
Liz Landon, Recruitment Co-ordlnator 
e-mail: Ilandon@shoppersdrugmart.ca SHOPPERS @ 
fax: (604) 296-4405 tel: (604) 2969400 
We thank at/ applrcants; howeve& on& 
DRUG MART 
\ those to be interviewed will be contacled. 1 
MOUNTAIN 
Is currently seeking a motivated, enthugastic individual to join I 
We are, currently seeking individuals to join our team for the 2006-2007 Season. 
Experience is not necessary for man positions, just a positive attitude, 
a friendly smile and a desire to make S ames Mountain the best place to be! l 
We are lookina f~ fill Full-Time and Part-Time seasonal 
Staff positions in the followha demartments: 
Ticket Sales/Guest Services 
r 
Kitchen Supervisor (Head Cook) 
lounge Supervisor (Bartender) 
Customer Service Assistant-Supervisor 
i 
Ap lications will be received from 1 Oam to dpm, Monday to Friday until 
NovemEer 3rd. 2006. Applicants are to apply in person, presenting a resume at: 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 11,2006 - B7 
Mike Wiegele HAND FALLERS (certified)* 
Helicopter Skiing hand buckerman required tm- busy truck dealership. Competi- 1 BEDROOM apartment down 
in Blue River,BC mediately in PGIMcBride area. town. Rent $580; 3 bedroom 
is accepting applications for Excellent day rates. Contact 8 years+ experience preferred apartment - rent $760- Adult 
the following positions for our Shane Bressette 250-569-3466 oriented. Washer, dryer. aircon- 
2006/07 winter season: or sbressette@trccedar.com 6207, Fax: 250-832-g1 ol, email: ditioning. heat, hot water includ- 
ed. No pets or smoking. Phone HOUSEKEEPERS/JANlTORS WATERTEK CONTRACTING BREAKFAST COOKS Inc. Guaranteed Job Security/ parts@gemmdiesel.com 250-635-3475. Cell 250-615- 
7543. References required. 
SANDWICH ARTISTS 
H.D. TRUCK Parts Person for 
tive wages, benefits & pension. 
Salmon Arm, BC. Ph: 250-8321 
* CHEF DE PARTIE , Joining Bonus. Fulitime W.C.B. to our home in mornings, child- 
PARK & CLINTON 
MANOR APTS. 
PREP COOK Divers required immediately. ren, 2-3 days/wk, 10-12 hrs/day. 
wages following u*s. Navy Great part time job for someone 
tables* Always diving on corn- who can ba flexible and enjoys 
WAlTERlWAlTRESS munications* We suits* < kids. References and drivers ab- 
DISHWASHERS 
Andy 250-830-0082* wate- stract required. 250-635-3867. Unfurnished and furnished opts. Bachelor 
CLERK rtek6060@hotmail.com langway@telus.net (39~3) unils, one bedroom and hvo bedroom. Beside FRONT DESK CLERK 
All positions are for full-time PRoCESSoR EXPERIENCED ROOFERS! Es- swimming pool. One of lhe best mainlained 
employment. We are looking Operator logging company. needed for IWA coastal rate , tablished ing Vancouver offering Island top wages Roof- opts. in town. No pels or smoking. 
for Outgoing and friendly pea- 
Please phoee tell: for experienced roofers. Year PIei dedicated to providing the sume with references to: 250- round work. Phone 250-245- 
best customer service. Please 956-4888. 801 3. Fax 250-245-801 5 1 L615-7543 or 635-3475) send resume to: Cynthia Nehr- -
ing, Fax: 250-673-8464. Email: WE ARE looking for FT/PT wai- KEAW D U N  mechanic want- 
Web Site: www.wie ele.com to Shan Restaurant in Dawson Creek area. The job 
Only applicants ch:en for intef- at 4606 Greig Ave.i Terrace* No will involve shop and field work. 
Truck and equipment experience phone calls please. (40~3) views will be contacted. - 
full time work in camps. Fax re- , REFERENCES REQUIRED / I  
cnehring@wiegele.com tresses. Please send your re- ed for steady year round work 
I , Advanced Class One Driver 
WORKERS WANTED I Journeyman Carpenters Training Programs. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or Toll Free 1-877-860-7627. Ask About our Heavy Equipment Op- 
erators Training classes. www. for lskut First Nation's Housing Project 
Please forward resume and cover letter 
Attention: 
By mailing to: 
Deadline to apply: October 23rd, 2006. 
Henry Carlick - Project Manager 
PO Box 30 Iskut, BC VOK 1 KO 
Or Fax to: 250-234-3 200 
'Rate of pay negotiable' 
LOG LOADER Operator want- 
ed. Preference to Wheel Loader 
Operator, Power Clam familiarity 
is an asset. FELLER BUNCHER 
Operator wanted. MECHANIC . -  - 
required with familiarity working 
on Logging equipment. Merritt 
A ~ ~ ~ .  Good wages. ~ ~ 1 1  time. 
Benefit package. Experience 
I For more information, please call Henry Carlick at  
* 250-234-3331 Monday - Friday 9:OOam to 5:OOpm 
mandatory for all positions. Fax 
resumes to 250-378-9494. 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Lowest Hook 'Up Rates. , No 
Refusals. Everyone Approved. 
Call Todav. Toll Free 1-877-852- HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
j Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facililies 
* Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
* References No pets required , 
, 
TO view call , 
638- 1748 
1122 Proiel Reconnect. 
I DRILLER/BLASTER NEED- 
ED for Campbell River logging 
College of Teachers preferred but will company. Must have coastal 
~ 
Contract Markers for Secondary subjects -
needed in the Terrace area. Members of necessary. Must  be willing to re- 
locate to Dawson Creek area. 
Fax resume to 250-782-3408 
MOTEL LOOKING for mature 
part-time housekeeper two 
tinledweek with more in high 
season. Apply to Box 247 c/o 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2, - 
WANTED RESIDENT manager 
couple with experience. Strong 
tenant management skills re- 
quired. Duties include cleaning, 
painting, grounds maintenance 
and general repair and main- 
tenance. Fax resume to 604- 
633-1 961 (41 p3) , 
road building experience. Fax 
resume to 287-9259. 
CONTRACTOR SALES position 
is available with a well-estab- 
consider candidates with undergraduate 
F:;:eH~; ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $  Director of Financial Services Nestled in the beautiful Bulkley Valley amongst some of BC's finest outdoor 
recreational opportunities Is the town of Houston. Strategically located halfway 
between the hub cities of Prince George and Terrace, Houston is home to the 
outdoor enthusiast. With a population of 3600 people, there is always room 
on the riverbank, lake or the many walking and hiking trails in the area. 
Reporting to the Chief Administrative Officer, the successful applicant will be 
responsible for the statutory dutles of financial officer under the Community 
Charter. The primary duties will include preparation of monthly and year-end 
financial statements, statutory reporting, budgeting, investing, cash flow 
management, setting tax and utility rates, reviewing and maintaining financial 
controls, and reconciliations, as well as performing the administrative I.T. 
requirements for the District. 
The successful candidate should have a recognized professional accounting 
designation (or in the process of achieving accreditation), regionally a minimum 
of 5 years experience in finance in local government, and a good working 
knowledge of relevant British Columbia local government legislation. 
This is a permanent position with a competitive and benefits package. The 
District of Houston thanks all applicants: however, only those short listed will 
be contacted. 
Please forward your resume in confidence by 400 pm. on Nov. 3,2006 to: 
Paul Glpps, Chief Administrative Officer 
3367 - 12th Street, Box 370, Houston BC VOJlZO 
Phone: (250) 845-2236 Ws@houston.ca 
have general knowledge of re- 
tail building products. Prior ex- 
perience in a Contractor Sales 
position including Commodity 
purchasing is an asset. Training 
will be available. Wage is nego- 
tiable depending on experience, 
c/w an excellent Benefit pack- 
age including Health and Den- 
tal, Profit Sharing and Group 
RRSP. Please Fax resume to 
Pioneer Home Hardware Build- - 
ing Centre, Campbell River, BC 
<250-286-9962 or email to pio- 
neerhardware@telus.net Attn. 
Gary. 
VINYL DECK and railing install- 
er needed immediately in NE 
BC. Quick and easy job, no 
seams. Well paid and housing - supplied. (250)832-5958. 
GREENWOOD FOREST Pro- 
'ducts Maintenance Supervisor: 
Okanagan Valley lumber reman- 
ufacturing plant has immediate 
full time openings for a Main- 
tenance Supervisor. Reporting 
to the Plant superintendent, the 
successful applicant will super- 
vise a maintenance staff of 5 
in a highly automated environ- 
ment. JourneymanTradequalifi- 
cations or graduate of technical/ 
engineering training or equival- 
ent required. Min. 3 years ex- 
perience in unionized environ- 
ment. Submit your resume in 
confidence to: Greenwood For- 
est Products (1983) Ltd. Wade 
Walker, VP Operations, PO Box 
9, Penticton. BC V2J 6L9. by 
email: gf@gfp.bc.ca or by fax to 
PROGRESSIVE AUTOMOTIVE 
REPAIR CENTRE needing one 
Auto Mechanic Tech and one 
Service Writer with or w/o experi- 
ence. Send resume to Burns 
Lake. Fax 250-692-3839 or 
email to eagleauto@telus.net 
OPA SUSHI Prince Rupert rk- 
auires sushichef. See www.iob- 
250-493-81 30. 
Delivery Sales Representative PARTSPERSONNICTORIA 
REQUIRED BY Metro Lexus 
Toyota with min. 1 year auto 
parts experience. Excellent ca- 
reer opportunity, salary, bonus 
& benefits. Fax resume to 250-, 
386-4141 oremail to:parts@met- 
rovic.toyota.ca 
JOURNEYMAN TECHNICIAN 
required for rapidly growing 
Chrysler/Dodgeautomotive deal- 
ership in Salmon Arm. <Proven 
producer and quality workman- 
ship is a must. Excellent wage 
and benefit package available 
to the right individual. Please 
contact the Service Manager. @ 
250-832-8053 or fax resume to 
JOURNEYMEN GLAZIERS and 
apprentices wanted by extreme- 
ly busy shop in the sunny Oka- 
nagan. A valid driver's licence, 
steel toe boots and a good atti- 
tude is all you need. Good wag- 
esand benefits. Send resume to 
250-832-4545. 
Insta-rent Corporation is a fast-paced growing company 
seeking business-focused individuals ready to jump-start 
their careers. Reliable, focused and experienced people 
are needed for our growing team. Responsibilities include 
completing deliveries, set-up of customer purchases and 
pickups in a timely fashion while maintaining Insta-rent's 
quality service level standards. Professionalism and strong 
sales skills are needed. Must have valid driver's license 
and be able to lift in excess of 45 kg. If you are qualified 
and interested, please email your resume to Insta-rentjobst3 
rentcash.ca quoting competition #1R75-U26. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner Q 
Hospital 
Racquetball, Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
Career Opportunity !??* ARMED GUARD POSITIONS 
Welder Group 4 Securicor has openings for Drivers / Guards in our Prince George and Terrace operations. 
Ideal candidates must possess a valid driver's licence and 
a valid Possession and Acquisition Licence (Restricted and 
If you have excellent customer service skills and would 
like to work as part of a team with a world leader in the 
Armoured Car and Security fields then please email your 
resume and cover letter to: ken.!ensen@cu.a4s.com 
or mail to: G4S 
Non-Restricted). 5 
2344 Queensway 
' , l  
k 
Committed ' to the highest standards of safety, 
environmental stewardship and community service, 
Canfor is one of Canada's largest integrated forest 
products companies. 
As a member of our dynamic maintenance team, you 
will be responsible for the fabrication, modification and 
repair of a variety of mill equipment. You will apply 
your minimum B-welding ticket and safe work habits 
alcng with experience in industrial work environments. 
Preference will be given to those with Pressure tickets 
and sawmill/planermill experience. You sh_quld be 
prepared to work flexible schedules and hours;_ 
Competitve rates and benefits are offered as outlined 
in the Collective Agreement. We thank all applicants 
for their interest in Canfor Houston; however, only 
those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Please submit your resume by 4:OO pm, October 27, 
2006 to: 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
]?I 
' 
sbutler@compglass.com or call 
toll free 1-877-302-2233. 
' 
PRIVATE HOME Care worker 
Aid. 250-635-5976 (38~3) 
seeking years 
work experience, Level First NEW BASEMENT suite. Execu- tive style, 1 bedroom, 825 ft. of 
new living space. 3 piece bath. 
NEW F/S, W/D. Heat, lights 
wireless internet, Sa?ellite TV in- Prince George, BC 
V2L 1M7 
For more information plea5e ,visit our,website,ai.~.g4s,cor~/ca 
Only those applicants selected to proceed in the selection 
process will be contacted. 
THREE BEDROOM basement 
suite. F/S, W/D, large fenced 
Referral has information on storage, no pets/ no smoking. 
child care options and on $650/month 250-635-5459 
bank.gc.ca for full details. .Fax 
resume to 250-559-4142 (32pl) 
) HEAVY EQUIPMENT Training, 
Excavator, Grader, Dozer, Load- 
er Oil field tickets, Industry rec- 
ognized, Full-size equipment, 
Water & Sewer training. Job 
placement. No comparison. 
www.iheschool.com 1-866- 
EXPERIENCED ROOFERS 
Established Vancouver Island 
Roofing company offering top 
wages for experienced roofers. 
Year round work. Phone (250)245- 
8013. Fax: (250)245-8015. 
CERTIFIED DENTAL Assistant 
wanted for busy dental practice on 
Salt Spring Island, BC. Must be 
keen to learn new skills and main- 
tain continuing education. Please 
fax resume to 250-537-1437. - 
399-3853,215-6009. 
choosing 'child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 1 Oam-4pm 
or call 638-1 113. WINTERIZED COTTAGE 
NSlS 
Northwest Science & Innovation Society 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL Skeena CCRR Lakelse Lake waterfront proper- 
spiral staircase to loft. Great \ 
ty, large lawn, heated tile floors, is funded by the Province of B.C. Houston 
Science & Technology Company Profile 
and Needs Assessment for Northwest BC 
Barclay Hoskins 
1397 Morice River Rd. Box 158 
Houston, BC VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: 250.845.5296 
Email: barclay.hoskins@canfor.com 
I 
w w w . c a n f o r . c o m  
view, serious inquiries, $750/ 
month 250-635-2346 (39~3) 
GET BACK ,ON TRACK! Bad OFFICE SPACE with kitchen , 
Credit?  ill^? Unemployed? all utilities. 950 sa ft. $480 Der Issued and Administered by: 
Northwest Science & Innovation Society (NSIS) 
For further information, please contact 
Christine Slanz Ignas, Executive Director at 
(250) 638-0950 or 1-877-297-6747 or 
Betty Barton, Vice Chair at (250) 635-6244. 
To obtain a copy of the RFP, please visit the NSIS 
website at www.nsis.ca 
Closing date for receipt of proposals: 
4:OO pm, Friday, October 13, 2006 
ionth, available October First. 
hone 250-635-1861 with inqui- 
es (38~4) 
OFFICE & RElll SPACE 
4644 lozelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 If'. Rece tion, 2 ofices 8 slaH room 
1000 h2. hill'divide s ace to suit 
1584 h2 - Formerly rea P eslale office . ' 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 h2 - One off ice 
250415.7543 or 6353475 
Need Money? We Lend!! if- you 
own your own home-you quali- 
fy. 1-877-987~1420. 
www.pioneennrest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
IF YOU Have Equity 1,n Your 
Home, We Can Help! Can't 
Prove Income, Slow Credit, 
Bank Says No! Call Rick At 
Rick Graves & Associates. 1- 
~ NEED MONEY NOW? 
604-306-0891. 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Fall & Winter interior, residen- 
tial and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. 
250-61 5-01 99 (41 P2) 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
Full Time, Smithers, BC 
Reporting to the Client Support Team Leader, NWHSOA within Information and Technology Services, 
you will be responsible for the support and resolution of client hardware and software problems, as 
well as work requests and Telehealth equipment setup and troubleshooting. You will also provide 
system administration and service to facility servers and server applications for all Northern Health 
facilities in Hazelton, Stewart, Dease take and other facilities as assigned. 
Qualifications 
Degree in Computer Science or diplornalcertificate in related discipline 
Two years recent experience relating to Information Technology 
Wage Rate: $26.48 per hour 
Closing Date: October 17,2006 
Please refer to competition number CO6-4080 and forward resumes to: 
Corporate Recruitment Services 
600-299 Victoria Street, Prince George, BC V2L 588 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 
Email: hr@northernhealth.ca 
We thank all applicants, however onh those short-listed will be contacted. 
Apply on-line: www.northernhealth.ca norttjem health 1 
Northwest Science & Innovation Sociefy {NSIS) is an independent, 
non-profit sociey founded in 2004, governed by a regional, 
volunteer Board of Direclors, that is dedicated to the economic 
development and diversification of the Northwest 6C region 
through the application and/or use of science and technology. 
2 BEDROOM duplex in town, 
F/S, W/D. $550/month plus 
utilities. 1 bedroom basement, 
upper Thornhill $400/month util- 
ities included. Washeddryer on 
site. 250-635-5992 or 250-631 - 
3206 (41 p3) 
3 BEDROOM available No- 
vember 1st  f/s, w/d, walking 
distance to hospital, school 8, 
town, electric heat, $650/month 
half damage deposit. 250-635- 
2442 (38~3)  Seeking change? 
Looking for an opportunity to make 
a needed contribution to the next 
generation of nurses? 
Then consider teaching at Northwest 
Community College (NWCC). 
We are  looking for nurslng 
professionals with a Med-Surg 
background t o  teach our 2nd year 
Registered Nursing students. Work 
Includes theoretical, clinical and 
lab classes. 
We offer flexible working schedules 
and assistance in obtaining a Masters 
degree in Nursing. 
One o f  the largest and most 
progressive employers in the region, 
we are the ideal environment when 
where you live is 3 s  important as a 
great career. Enjoy small community 
friendship, clean air and a healthy 
act ive lifestyle. 
Call us today io see how grea t  it 
can be. 
Hmnk Wonuhue 
Independent Financial Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 
www.geMas~e.com/hrmcef~nkdonahue.hhn 
900 sq. ft. Ofbice/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
952 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave. 
11,600 sq. ft. 5,600 sq. it. SaleslWarehouse & 6,000 &. ft, 
1,735 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 
3,470 sq. ft. SalesMarehouse 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
Unheated & large fenced compound 
2905 Kenney Street 
2905 Kenney Stteet 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 11 , 2006 
f NOW YOU CAN CUT OUT THE 
MIDDLEMAN AND SAVE THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS BY CALLING US FIRST! 
REGISTERED 3 year old Red 
Angus Bull. $1300. Quick Ha- 
ven Angus. Call 250-846-9349 
large FLE ETRelurn 
@ FRONTIER CHRYSLER DODGE @ 
3 BEDROOM plus 112 base- 
ment. fresh paint, New flooring, 
carport, 4 appliances, gas heat. 
No dogs, references required. 
5 BEDROOM duplex, 2 1/2 bath- 
room, 2 livingrooms, laundry 
room, large entry area, garage. 
$800. Available Nov. 1. 250- 
MODERN, LARGE side x side 
duplex, 3 bedrooms, 1 + 1/2 
baths, carport, w/d hookup, F/ 
S, near shops/schools $700. 
250-638-0967 (Available. No- 
vem ber 1 st) (41 p3) 
THREE BEDROOM unit avail- 
able, fresh paint, new flooring, 
utilities included $650. No-dogs. 
Rental references required. 250- 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, ir; 
Thornhill. F/s included. N/p. 
$385 For 1-2 persons only. Se- 
curity deposit required. Call 
250-638-8639 $675 (41 p2) 
635-9438 (41 p2) 
WANTED TO PURCHASE 
Cedar Sawlogs. Competitive 
prices paid for all sorts. Please 
phone 250-833-2591 or 250- 
638-8639 (41 p2) 833-2141. 
2003 HONDA Shadow 750, 
6,600 kms. $6,200 OBO. Must 
see. 250-631-7205 (41~2) 250-635-5820 (41 p1) 
No commission soles. 
Your Sa'e So'uHon In Terrace Allison at 635-9098 
\ In Prince Rupert Lonnie at 624-4228J 
English Mast* Puppies, Gen- 
tle Giants, 10 wks, vet checked, 
1 st shots. Call 250-747-01 75 
(Quesnel) $1,200. 
TRI-COLOURED Beagle PUP- 
pies, ready to go, 4 male/ 1 fe- 
male. $450. Call 250-846-9442 
2006 Dodge 3500 QC 
Automatic 
Cummins Turbo Diesel 
SLT 
Air Conditioning 
Tilt Steeringkruise 
Power Windows/Locks 
CD Player 
8' Box 
2006 Chev Crewcab 3500 
Automatic 
Duromax Diesel 
SLE 
Air Conditioning I 
Tilt SteeringKruise 
Power WindowdLocks 
CD Player 
8' Box 
2002 JAYCO Quest 1 OX tent trail- 
er, furnace, fridge, stove, bbq. 
awnina. screen room, sleeps 8. 
14 X ?O 3 bedroom, excellent 
' condition, quiet park no smok- 
ina. no Dets. must have refer- 
$7,506 OB0 250-635-9383 or 
250-631-1 01 0 (cell) (38~3) 
BIG FOOT Camper, 9', $6,000 
With Reverse I $4,500.00 I Firm. 250-635-7232 (40~2) ences, $65O/mo. 250-638-8673 2&3BEDROOM, newlyrenovat- ed, available Oct 1st  references 
and damage deposit required. 
2 BEDROOM House. South 
Sparks. Large kitchen, oak cup- 
boards. Private, fenced yard, 
fruit trees. Quiet neighbour- 
hood. Available to view Oct. 28. 
Available to rent Nov. 1. 250- 
2 BEDROOMS, fenced back 
yard with deck, $630/month. 
References required. available 
November 1/06. Call 250-635- 
8898 (40~3) 
3 BEDROOM home, lots of up- 
grades, neighborhood is sought 
after by people who want to be '' 
close to town but have the quiet 
of the country. Private back 
yard with deck, pets welcome, 
close to Uplands school, 4210 
Thomas St, $725/month 1 year 
lease availablo November 1 st 
(38p3) 
250-635-2932 (39~3) 
635-4838 (41~1) 
First Come = First Serve 
Low mileage trucks 
Over 50 to choose from 
ARCTIC CATS, Mincat 6- _, 
,136" $6695. 800 151 " $7890. 
F7 snopro $8797. King Cat 
1 MEFl 162" $1 1 :990. M7 162" 
$999. K&R Marine, Kelowna. 
250-860-4447. 
a 
Remainder of Full Factory Warranty 
1-866-325-2393 Ask For Glenn or Dave 
- z 
n - 1 '  
- a .  0 - 
1999 Yamaha 
Mountain Max 700 1988 HONDA Accord Hatch- 
back, excellent condition, new 
tires, battery and more, low kms, I $2,995eOO very weil maintained. Asking I- COURT BAILIFF SALE 2374 HEMLOCK ST European kitchen lg. living rm. & not. gas f/p , jacuzzi tub & shower 
new vinyl siding 
2707 H i l l  ST 
2 brms, 19 kitchen 
boiler heating system 
pellet stove in living rm 
workshop & storage shed 
lg. deck Ig detached shop 
$96.500 S77.500 
$3.800.250-632-4026 (40~3) - 
1991 FORD Escort u( Wagon 
210,000 km in running condition 
with 4 almost new studded win- 
ter tires on rims $1,400 OBO. 
Phone 250-635-7636 after 7:30 
North Central Bailiffs Ltd. 
#202-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
www.northcenh.olbailiffs.bc.ca 
The Court Bailiff offers FOR SALE BY TENDER, interest of Zimacord 
Contracting Ltd., the Judgement Debtor, of the fallowing assets: 
1993 F350 CrewCab 4x4 Pick up Truck VIN 2FTJW36G2PCA56775, 
1985 Chewralet 1/2 tan Flat Deck 4x4 VIN 2GCEK14COF1163397 
FUEL TANK, WELDER, RADIOS, DRY BOX; CHAINSAWS plus various 
miscellaneous tools. 
For more information, contact KIM at 250-635-01 15. Highest 
bid not necessarily accepted. Sale is subject to cancelation or 
adjustment without notice. Goods are to be sold as i s  where is. 
Closing date i s  October 15, 2006. 
Bidder takes responsibility to ensure they are satisfied with the 
description of the goods/unit being sold. North Coast Bailiffs 
Ltd. i s  not responsible for determinin s the correct model, year 
payment plus applicable taxes, upon successful bid. 
www.northcentralbailiffs.bc.ca 
Court Bailiff 
or description of goods. Terms o B sale: Immediate full 
p.m. (39~3) 
1996 SUBARU Outback, , 250-631 -1 005 (39~3  1 ' I  '3 BEDROOM HSE!'f/s, dish- 150,000 kilometres. Call 250- 
2002 SUNFIRE G.T., 5 weed, 
694-3585 (40~3) washer, wld hookup, available 
mid Oct , $750 Appointment too 
view only. 250-638-8089 (38P3) 
4 BEDROOM, 1 bathroom, 4 
1 appliances, new inside/out, bus 
service, Hwy 16 W, New Remo, 
$750/month, first, last and secur- 
alarm, black, sun roof, low'mile- 
aae. ,116" tires. excellent condi- 
ti&. Asking $1 1,250. Call 250- 
C, CD player. Silver $9,000 250- , 
635-4476 (41 p3) 
CARVILLE AUTO CREDIT 
Largest Dealer in Western Ca- 
nada. We approve everyone! 
Rates from 0% & 0 down plans. 
Cars, Trucks, SUV's & Vans. 
HUGE SELECTION! Free deliv- 
ery BC & Alberta. Quick & easy 
approvals. ~~~l~ online: ww. 
carvilleautocredit.com or ,-oLL- 
WWW-CARCRED'TBC*CoM 
250-638-0395 Automobile Loans. Trucks / 
Vans / Cars / SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Complimentary delivery. 
R'VERS'DE RV PARK No down payment. Apply on- 
deeded R.V. lots now selling on line, Call anytime 1-877-513- 
the Similkameen River, in Beau- 9564, 
tiful BC. www.riversidervpark- AUTO LOAN NOWl Ask for resort.com Email: riverside@ MAXX No C;edit - slow 
nethop.net Call: Mitch 250-499- credit - Bankrupt? First time 
buyers program - no refusals 
@ Sport W. New, used, all 
makes. Call 1-888-270-71 99. 
Apply on-line: www.creditre- 
builders.net DL 3026. 
home. 80~200ft. landscaped lot, 
2 additions, one with fireplace, 
Large storage and garden shed. 
Asking $68,900 OB0 For more 
information 
16x24 wired and heated Shop. FREE 1-888-508-4628 
(40P2) 
77'1 0 250-490-7408. 
equipment. 6000 gal AlfaLaval 
rnilk tank. Double 12 AlfaLaval 
parallel parlour with meters and 
identification. Crowd gate. Call 
Vanderhoof, 1-250-567-8431. 
180 Ton Alfalfa Hay for sale. 
$90 per ton. Call 567-4360 or 
567-9121. 
* Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Drive! 
'06 SUBARU OUTBACK ity deposit, references a must. 
SOUTHSIDE 2 bedroom house 
250-638-141 3 (37~3) 
plus basement $6OO/month plus 
damage deposit. "Phone 250- 
TWO 5EDROOM at Lakelse 
lake. Waterfront, highway side. 
NWwood heat. References 
requlTed $650/month Applica- 
tion and appointment to view at 
635-9602 (42~2) 
250-638-1 353 (41 p3) 
BC TIMBER SALES Mi,115Iry 01 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR k r m  
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A77687 
1 
&E% 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A77687 is 
being offered for sale by BC limber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field Team. 
Closing DatelLocation: October 26,2006 43 10:30 am. Applications will be accepted 
by the Timber Sales Manager,:Temce Timber Sales Offlce. Skeena Euslness Area:Z00' 
- 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G lL1. 
Geographic Location: %Bird 
Estimated Volume: p.5564 cubic metres. more or less 
Species: Balsam 135 mJ (2%), Cedar 1590 m3 (29%). Hemlock 3263 m3 (59%). Spruce 
576m3(10%) 
Licence Term: 18 months 
Upset stumpage rate .$ 8.15/mi The upset stumpage rate was determined in 
accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1 , 2  and 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a combination of Cable 
yarding and Ground Base System. The use of other systems may be subject to the 
Forest and Range Practices Act and its regulations. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
638-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at (250) 638-5135 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg is available a t ,  
h~n~~~urww5.for.gov.bc.ca/noticeslinit.do/notice Id=2935 
2 BEDROOM Mobile home W/ 
D, $4OO/mo. No dogs 'Located 
In Skeena Valley Trailer Park, 
Thornhill. 250-635-1 998 (40~3) 
2 BEDROOM Mobile, full-siz- 
ed addition. Upper Thornhill 
off Krumm. quiet wooded area, 
FIS, W/D, no large pets, hydro/ 
gas Included: $650 250-635- 
2839 (39~3) 
2 BEDROOM trailer on Queens- 
way with river access, f/s, dc, 
w/d hookups, $550/month. D.D. 
and references required, avail- 
able immediately. 250-635-9040 
i 
0 
i 
! 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, close 
to schools and hospital, f/s,w/d, 1 
$6OO/month, available Novem- 
ber 1st. 250-638-1553 (40~3) 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
whasement. Walking distance 
to downtown Terrace. No pets, 
references required. F/S, wind- 
ow covering included. $650/mo 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
9657, 250-831 -3031 or leave 
message 250-632-591 8 (39~3) 
THREE BEDROOM townhous- 
es close to downtown and 
schools. F/S, W/D or W/D hook- 
ups. Free cable TV. Rents from 
$545/month 4514ScottAve. Ter- 
race 250-635-4980 (3303) 
04 GMC 2500 Crew 4x4 
03 GMC 2500 HD SLE 
%33,995 
0P Mazda 64000 %18,995 
$21,995 
"9,995 
6.0L. Bose Audio, Captains Chairs. Loaded 
AUTO. LONG BOX 
4x4. Ext. Cab. 6 Disc. PW. PL. Auto 
0 I  Chev 2500 Ext. Cab 4x4 
5 Speed, H.D. Long Sox 
00 Dod e Dakota Ext. Cab 
5 Speed, AB.  Canopy. Box Liner 
OSVolkswagen Jetta Wagon TDI "29,995 
Leather. Moonroof. Alloy Sling. Overloaded 
$25,995 
139P3) 
VERY CLEAN 2 bedroom trailer 
in Adult Park, f/s, w/d, ng heat. 
No pets. $650/month including 
utilities. Security deposit and ref- 
erences-required. Available im- 
mediately. 250-635-2946 (40~3) 05 Subaru Outback 2Si "27,995 5 Speed. AWD. PW, PL. A/C 
03Volkswagen Jetta *e "d 6,995 
"Handle Licker". GLS. 5 Soeed. Moonmof. CD. PW PL 
I 
BC TIMBER SALES \ 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR s: 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A49460 
Take notice that. pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act. timber sale licence A49460 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field 
Team. 
Closing DaWLocation: October 20.2006 43 1030 am. Applications will be accepted 
by the Timber Sales Manager. Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. British Columbia V6G 1L1. 
Geographic Location: 6 km on Thunderbird FSR 
Estimated Volume: 1838 cubic metres, more or less 
Specles: Balsam 100 m3 (5961, Cedar 494 m3 (27%), Hemlock 1244 mJ (68%). 
Licence Term: 18 months 
Upset stumpage rate $ 28.97ImJ. The upset stumpage rate was determined in 
accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1,2 or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a Ground BasedSystem. 
The use of,other systems may be subject to the Forest and Range Practices Act and 
its regulations. < 
This licence requires the building of approximately 0.254 kilometres of on-block roads 
and approximately 0.2 kilometres of access road under an associated Road Permit. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in.their application. This 
malerial which includes application forms and other intormation about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
638-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at (250) 638-5135 for Field enquiries only. 
http://www5.for.gov.bc.ca/noticestinit.do/notice 14~2936 
1 
BRMlvl 
COLUMBbI 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg is available at: . .  
,
0Z Honda Civic $1 2,495 = - -  
4 Door. 5 Speed, 1.7L. 
2.0t.. Auto. A/C, Remote Entry 
OS Mazda Protege LX $1 2,995 
O f  Mazda Miata 
Auto, A/C 
00 W Cabrio 0,995 
Conveeable. 5 Speed. A/C 
Auto. Power Pedals. VERY CLEAN 
96 Pontlac Grand Prix e "3,995 
00 Chrysler Neon %3,395 
00 Ford Taurus Wagon "8,995 
Auto, Power Package I 
BUFFALO MEAT. Totally grass 
raised 18 - 24 months. $3.39/1b 
by the side includes shipping, 
www.DrearnTearnAuto.com cutting & wrapping Kole Creek 
Bison Ranch 250-998-4830 
website www.officemall.ca/bi- 
son.html (39~4) 
06 Subaru Forester X "26,495 
OQ Jeep Grand Cherokee $22,995 
OP Mazda Tribute LX 
OS Windstar LX 3,295 
0s Subaru Forester slSsv "I 6,995 
O I  Toyota Raw 4 6,995 
Auto, AWD. A/C. PW. PL 
AWD.PW. PL, A/C 
Auto "ONE 0 WNER" 
PW, PL, A/C. 7 Passenger 
Auto. Fully Loaded 
A.W.D., Power Seat, PW, PL 
AWD. PW, PL. A/C, Auto 
AC. Cruise, Auto, 85k 
A. W.Di. Auto 
"I 4,995 
OP Subaru Outback $1 9,995 
U I  Subaru Outback $1 8,995 
O I  Tribute LX "I 4,995 
99 Subaru Forester $8,995 
$1 0,995 
DOUBLE EAY/SHOP space for 
rent. 1,032 sq. ft., plus wash- 
room, two 12 ft. x 12 ft. over- 
head doors., NG heater, three 
phase power. Additional bays 
available if required. On fenced 
acreage, caretakerson site. Den- 
nis 250-638-0178 (39~3) 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERWCE 
Scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in 
between. Pick-up and delivery of goods in 
Terrace, C.O.D. and courier service. 
p, 7H& OF CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF COMMUNITY 
INPUT MEETING 
TERRACE 
The City of Terrace Council has received a request from the lucky 
Dollar Bingo Palace at 4410 legion Avenue to expand their 
Community Bingo operation to a Community Gaming Centre, 
which would include the addition of slot machines. 
This proposal constitutes a "substantial change" under the Gaming 
Control Act and Gaming Control Regulation and therefore the City 
of Terrace is required to obtain community input from residents 
and/or representatives of organizations in the community prior to 
making a decision on this request. 
Auto 
97 Marda MPV 
4WD. A/C. PW, PL. Auto 
New 14x70 Mobile Home for 
sale on 7.5 acres. 15 minutes 
from Vanderhoof. 20x32 Work- 
shop with wood heat. Fenced 
for animals with pasture. Asking 
$159.500. Call 567-5203 eves. / B 
AVAILABLE ON NEW MAEBA'S I P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. Terrace Depot: 635-7676 Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 Like to live and work in Par- 
adise? Well established (36) 
years cabinet shop for sale on 
Southern Vancouver Island, BC. 
Specializing in top quality cus- 
tom kitchen cabinets, vanities, 
home and office furniture. Con- 
tact HILL@hiIlandpartners.com 
for information. 
lme quality shows in every move we make!( rian Auriat Brent 
Persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding the proposed 
addition of slot machines to the Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace may do 
so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE COMMUNITY INPUT 
MEETING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHANIBERS, AT ROO P.M. ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 
16TH, 2006. 
DETAILED INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROPOSED 
ADWlION OF SLOT MACHINES TO THE LUCKY DOLLAR 
BINGO PALACE MAY BE INSPECTED in the reception area 
at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. each day from Thursday, October 5th, 2006, 
to Monday, October 16th, 2006, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays and Statutory Holidays. 
SELLING? HOW MUCH$$ , 
could you save? Comfree.com, 
Canada's Largest Private-Sales 
company open in S/Central BC. 
Commission-free assistance 
selling your home, property, 
business. 1-866-987-7597. 
1 
3111 Blakeburn, Terrace 
635-2728 
Container or van service! 
Highwayt6E.-TeTra7cG 0 DL#7041 

_. - - - - - 
, pancake breakfasts, c ib  ...q uite a 
few of the kitchen crew were away at 
one time or another Florence was hard 
put at times to keep the kitchen going 
but she did a great job. Early in Sept., 
we had our regular monthly meeting. 
This followed a brief talk by MLA Robin 
Austin who spoke of the help which 
could be obtained through his office, 
and answered questions from the floor. 
Kght'hg put in. The Rotary club Has don; 
an excellent job painting the exterior of 
our building 
It was good to see Marge Ramage 
back after extended problems with her 
eyes. 
A minute's silence was kept for Ed 
Cote. 
Our anniversary Dinner, catered by 
the Ladies of the Royal Purple was great 
To get your garne, eveiit 
or riieetirig added to the Ter- 
race Stuiidard Sports Meiur 
01' Sports scope, fax 11s at 
638-8432, 'br e-inail 11s at 
11 ewsrootn @ terracestari- 
October 11 toc113 
League play begins at 
, the curling rink. The Ladies 
League starts Wednesday. 
Men's League" play begins 
Thursday. Mixed League 
starts Friday. 
October 13 and 14 
Come out to cheer on the 
Bantam rep hockey team as 
i t  skates against Sniithers at 
8 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m. 
Saturday at the arena. 
October 14 and 15 
The Totem Saddle Club 
hosts its Fall Schooling Show 
for English and Western rid- 
ers. Todd Bailey returns for 
, the Western schooling show. 
For more info, call Elaine 
Rempel i t  635-7424. 
October 15 
Terrace Figure Skating 
Club hosts a Skate-a-thon 
from 6 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. The 
Junior and Senior skaters 
will perform to raise money 
for competition entry fees 
and travel.. 
< rlard.cow1 
The meetina was well attended and asusual. 
7 ,  
8: , 
i ' I  
! 
1 .  
~ For this month we have chosen Cora Hayward as our senior. Cora 1 
has become ari active member of the communiG in many ways. Cora 
helps out in the kitchen several days a week .She is a member of the 
Glee club, a director on the board and regularly goes down to carpet 
bowl. In town , she is on the Senior Advisory board, and The wellness 
cornmitee, Also an active member of the Pentacostal church.. There 
are probably many more areas that attract her interest. We at the 
CORA HAyAflD/: Happy Gang appreciate her help, her good nature and her willingness 
1 &*e L ._. .? to lend a hand whenever possible. -,*- &: -3't, 
I Focused 
CENTENNIAL Christian School junior girls volleyball team took on Hazelton at 
a play day in the Caledonia gym Sept. 30. The girls narrowly lost this game 25- 
20. From left, awaiting the next serve are Denise VandeVelde, Kelsey Sandhu, 
~ Emily, Peters and Joie Forget. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
I! .j 
River Sports Scope Kings in 
'Octo be r 1: Bantams start shaky, October 16 
The Monday Open Fam- 
ily and Mixed Fun Curling 
League begins its season to- 
day at the curling rink. 
October 22 
Terrace Figure Skating 
Club holds a pop concert 
to prepare for the Willis- 
ton Skate competition in 
Prince George at the end of 
the month. Skaters will per- 
form their Free Skate and 
+ Interpretive programs. The 
concert goes from 6 p.m. to 
8 p.m. Spectators are wel- 
come. Admission is free. 
The Terrace Standard and Northern Connector will 
honour local veterans who fought for our freedom. We 
will publish. their pictures in our Remembrance Day 
edition November 8th, 2006. Please drop off pictures 
by Friday, October 27th. As well, please submit a 
brief 20 word history along with years of service to 
The Terrace Standard. Get your pictures and write-ups in 
but rebound 
THE BANTAM reps opened their season in Smithers with a 
split pair of games against the Storm Sept. 30 and Oct. 1. 
The reps lost their first game 9-7 after their nerves got the 
best of them but rebounded to an 8-3 victory the next day. 
Second-year bantam Joey Cormano scored eight times 
.over, the weekend. New bantam Dawsen Leblond netted 
THE RIVER KINGS 
spend the rest of this 
month on the road, 
taking on Smithers this 
weekend, Hazelton 
in a double-header in 
two weeks and >meet 
Kitimat at Tamitik 
Arena Oct. 28. . 
The River Kings 
return' home Nov. 4 
to take on the Smith- 
ers Steelheads. Doors 
open at 7 p.m. and the 
game starts at 8 p.m. 
two, veteran Reid Turner scored two, and Will Fisher, Rajan 
Sangha and Cory Hubbard scored one goal each., 
In the second game, netminder Spencer Krupop stopped 
,40 shots. Former Peewee rep players Chris Begin, David 
,Lewis and Will Wesby, who saw ice time along 'with two 
other former pkewees on the same line, nicknamed them- 
selves the "Smurf line", because of their small size. 
. Six players from.last season have returned to the team 
and the squad welcomed two players from Sniithers. 
1 The new players Iound the game faster and everyone has 
to adjust to the new rules of zero tolerance for penalties, 
adapted by the NHL, Senior AA hockey and minor hockey, 
said coach John Amos. 
Peewee reps win 
season openers 
THE Pizza Hut Terrace Peewee rep hockey team hosted 
Smithers in its season home ice debut Sept. 29 and 30. 
' right away due to limited space availability or email ;s at 
advertising@terracestandard.com 
Terrace wonkdecisively 10-4 and 10-i. Top scorers from 
FALL LINE IN STOCK NOW! the weekend were Luke Gordon with four goals and Bren- 
dan Kennedy with three. 
Peewee rep spokesperson Lisa Stella said the 15 second- 
year players are joined by new teammates Colten Braid and 
The squad will put in miles of travel time this month with 
7 Greg Tuckerman. I1 
games in Prince Rupert, Smithers and Williams Lake. ANNUAL - 
0 . .  is coming to Terrace Spend Sunday 
October 18 - 22,2006 When: Wednesday, October 18 at 7p.m. on the sheets THE SUNDAY afternoon curling league invites past curlers 
and those interested in playing but with no experience to join 
the league this season. 
Everyone from teens to seniors a id  singles, couples, fam- 
ilies and formed teams are welcome. 
The Sunday afternoon league begins Oct. 15 at the curl- 
ing club. For more information, call Suzette at home 635- 
2523 or at work 635-3407. 
I *  
Sport BC's Power of SportTour is headed to the north coast, including stops in Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kitimat and Hazelton.The tour will bring specialist staff and volunteers from a number 
of provincial sport organizations, delivering hands-on workshops, seminars, presentations and 
demonstrations aimed at coaches, officials, volunteers, students, athletes and would-be athletes 
at the grass roots level. Here's a taste of what's in store: 
, 
I, 
October 14 & 15: NCCP Competition: lntro to Competition Part A 
Riverlodge Activity RQom, Kitimat 
- a  series of multi-sport modules for coaches who train children or adolescents basic sport skills 
in a fun, safe environment. 
October 18 8t 19: NCCP Level 1 Trampoline Technical Course 
Terrace Peak Gymnastics Club,Terrace 
To register, contact Nicola Humphreys by e-mail (nhumphreys@gymnastics.bc.ca) or phone 
October 20 & 21: Ringette Coaching Couke 
Terrace Arena 
To register, contact Shannon Bettles by e-mail (shannonbcra@telus.net) orphone (604-737- 
3 7 58). 
(604-737-3 1 13). 
October 20 - 22: Synchronized Swimming - Basic Instructors Course 
Terrace Aquatic Centre 
Participants will receive eleven hours of classroom time as well as jour hours ofpool instruction. 
Contact Twyla Ryan by e-mail (info@synchro.bc.ca) or phone (604-737-3 160) to register. 
For more information, visit www.sport.bc.ca. -- - 
Learn more 
about the 
Power of 
Sport 
THEPOWERof Sport tourto 
promote sports and physical 
activity travels from Prince 
Rupert to Hazelton Oct 15 to 
21, arriving for the first time 
in Terrace during the week. 
Carol Wall of sports and 
leisure services with the City 
of Terrace said plans were 
underway to coordinate a rin- 
gette workshop Oct. 13 and 
14 and a synchronized swim- 
ming workshop at the aquatic 
centre conference room. 
Community Sport Hero 
award recipients will also be 
recognized while the tour is 
here. The award reocognizes 
local volunteers for their 
dedication and leadership in 
B.C. sports. The possibility 
exists for eight awards to be 
presented. 
Wall said a reception for 
the award recipients will take 
place Oct. 18 at 6:30 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. 
Sport BC's Power of 
Sport Tour has delivered 
regional sport development 
programs throughout B.C. 
since 1999. For more infor- 
mation, visit the Web site at 
www.sport. bc.ca. 
1 Terrace Community Sport Hero Awards 1 
I Wednesday,October 18 Coast Inn of the West 630 pm By invitation Only 1 
Thank You To Our Partners 
5 PORT & r 
NOWAb 
RECREATION 
Thank You To Our Sponsors 
